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The Ebening Treat
NOTHING better during the evening at
home than WELCH'S.
The moment you open
the bottle you get the
fresh, fruity aroma of the
ripe grapes.

Welch's
Grape Juice
`Me .N.cr#iconcil "Prink

It is delicious served plain. Try
the Welch Grape Punch. It is simply the juice of three lemons and
one orange, pint of WELCH'S,
cup of sugar, pint of water.
If you use a punch-bowl, garnish with
sliced fruits. Serve very cold.
Do more than ask for "grape Juice:" ask for
Welch's—and get it.

Mt. Vernon Medical and
Surgical Sanitarium
An Institution Centrally Located in the Most
Healthful Portion of the State
Equipped with modern appliances for surgica l work and the
treatment of chronic disorders. tj Latest improved apparatus
for Hydrotherapy, Electrotherapy, Phototherapy, Mechanotherapy,, Massotherapy. 41]l Physiologic System of Treatment
and Diet fully carried out in the institution. Q Pleasant
Rooms ; Elevator ; Hot-Water Heating System ; Natural Gas ;
Quiet, Secluded Grounds ; Christian Attendants of both sexes.
Noted Medicinal Springs in the immediate vicinity.
off ensive patients not received in the building. Q Write for
information.

MT. VERNON, OHIO

THIS BOOK IS WORTH
YOUR EVENING HOURS

Write for our free booklet of recipes
for dainty desserts and delicious drinks.

If unable to get Welch's of your dealer, we will send a trial dozen pints,
express prepaid east of Omaha, for
$3.00. Sample 4-oz. bottle mailed,
zo cents.

The Welch Grape
Juice Company
Westfield, N. Y.

"The Desire of Ages," by
Mrs. E. G. White, is a complete, beautifully written life of
Christ from the pen of an author
whose writings are highly prized in
hundreds of thousands of homes throughout the world. Once the reader becomes acquainted with this work,
no study of the life of Christ
is complete without it. Contains 900 pages and nearly
400 illustrations. In cloth,
$3. Full morocco, $6.
Review and Herald Pub.
Assn., Washington,
D. C.

When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' In LIFE AND HEALTH."
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For landscape beauty, productive soil, ideal
climate, and scenic grandeur of a commanding
elevation, the matchless location of the
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Loma Linda Sanitarium i,.isl
a

is one of the most perfect to be found in the
world. Its full corps of Competent Physiiff
cians and Skilful Surgeons, with well- i isl
trained
attendants;
its
complete
Scientific
i
it> 4
,,,,,..„,,,;,-444
Equipment for the administration of the
various kinds of Electric, Hydriatic, and
Therapeutic Treatments ; its pure, 1 rs
" ll,i.. ' k I
wholesome food from its own orchards, /
gardens, bakery, and dairy, with its
t wet
iS
specially appointed dietary, and unexcelled
is
►11
cuisine, offer a combination of advantages
for those in search of rest and health, not to be
i Fa<
found in the best resorts of this country or
gN
1 rei
Europe.
The exceptional climate, moderate eleva- 1 "2
tion, low humidity, comfortable rooms, polite serv-x NI
I rili
ice, moral atmosphere, and the hopeful uplift to
its guests, together with the acquired advantages
i
of scientific research in remedial and curative art,
For detailed information, and illustrative lit- form an unmatched combination to aid in the
i n
erature, address the manager
restoration and preservation of good health.
i iS5
,,,,,
—,..,,„
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Loma Linda Sanitarium, Loma Linda, California
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Constipation is curable.
Constipated? " Chronic
Constipation," a
23-page booklet by D. H. Kress, M. D., tells how
it may be cured without drugs. Causes, diet, and
treatment all in a nutshell. Send five cents for
a single copy by mail. Special rates in larger
quantities.
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A GOOD COOK BOOK‘
For 25 Cents
There are enough valuable and practical suggestions of new and tasty
dishes • to be found in —

Review E.7. Herald Publishing Association
Takoma Park, Washington, D. C.

" A FRIEND IN THE
KITCHEN "

In the November " Life and Health " :
"The Reformed Thanksgiving Dinner"

to keep you busy for
months testing them and
gaining the benefit of the
n e w ideas suggested.
There are over 400 carefully tested recipes and
hundreds of valuable sugThe book congestions.
tains 20 departments.
The chapter " How to
Can Fruit " is alone worth
the price of the whole
book.
Your name on the coupon below, accompanied
by 25 cents, will bring the
book to you, post-paid.

By Mrs. Anna L. Colcord

Kansas City Sanitarium
An institution equipped with modern conveniences and
with every appliance for scientific and successful treatment
of disease, including Electric-light Baths, Hydro-electric
Baths, Sitz Baths, Packs, Fomentations, Radiotherapy, German and Swedish Massage, Vibration, Galvanic, Faradic,
Sinusoidal, and Static Electricity, X-ray, Ozone, Oxyoline,
and Inhalatorium Treatments.
Homelike accommodations, and an appetite-creating cuisine
to restore vitality and the pleasure of living.
Special attention given to all surgical cases.
Only institution of its kind within a radius of two hundred miles of Kansas City, utilizing Battle Creek Sanitarium methods.

COUPON
Review and Herald Pub. Assn.,
Washington, D. C.
For the 25 cents enclosed, send " A

FRIEND IN THE KITCHEN," post-paid, to

East 14th St., and Park Ave.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
I
When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your • ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."
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See alphabetical list below:

Missouri Tract Society, Southern, 520 West
Lynn St., Springfield, Mo.
Missouri, St. Louis Tract Society, 4419 Cote
Brilliante Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
NI f
Arizona Tract Society, Box F, Phoenix, Ariz.
Arkansas Tract Society, Box 66, Fayetteville, Montana Tract Society, 411 Black Ave., South,
Bozeman, Mont.
Ark.
Nebraska Bible Supply House, 905 North CalBritish Columbia Tract Society, 1708 Maple
St., Vancouver, British Columbia.
Nevada Ave.,
(see California-Nevada
NI i
California Bible House, 2201 Telegraph Ave.,ifornia
Hastings, Nebr. Missionary
7C1
Society).
Oakland, Cal.
h-1i California-Nevada
Tract Society, 339 E. Lodi New
England
Tract Society, Northern, BelFalls,Vt.
low.
Ave. Lodi, Cal.
New England Tract Society, Southern (Rhode
California Bible House, Central, Box 1304,
Island and Connecticut), 51 Whitmore St.,
Fresno, Cal.
NI
ZI2 i
Hartford, Conn.
California Tract Society, Southern, 417 W. New Hampshire (see Northern New EngFifth St., Los Angeles, Cal.
land).
7c
Canadian Publishing Association (Eastern New Jersey Tract Society, 1109 Division St.,
Canada), Port Hope, Ontario.
g: v. i
Trenton, N. J.
NI • Chesapeake Tract Society, 1613 Ellamont New
Mexico Tract Society, Box 286, AlbuAve., Baltimore, Md.
querque, N. Mex.
Colorado Tract Society, Eastern, 1112 Halo.0
New York Tract Society, Greater,Room 904,
math St., Denver, Colo.
32 Union Square, New York, N. Y.
Colorado Tract Society, Western, 122 South New York Tract Society, 317 West Bloomfield
NI
Eighth St., Grand Junction, Colo.
St., Rome, N. Y.
704 I
Cumberland Tract Society (Eastern Tonnes- New York Tract Society, Western, 8 East Jefferson St., Salamanca, N. Y.
see), 1209 Chamberlain Ave., Chattanooga,
North Carolina Tract Society, 940 Silver Run
Tenn.
E 1
Ave., Greensboro, N. C.
District of Columbia Tract Society, Room 708
North Dakota Tract Society, Box 285, Fargo,
MI
McLachlen Building, 700 Tenth St., N. W.,
N. Dak.
Washington, D. C.
1 Florida Tract Society, Drawer 28, Orlando, Ohio Tract Society, Box 187, Mt. Vernon,
Fla.
Oklahoma
Tract Society, P. 0. Box 1198,
Ohi
N/
Georgia Tract Society, 169 Bryan St., Atlanta,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Ga.
7cl .
Oregon
Missionary
Society, Western, 508 East
Hawaiian Tract Society, 767 Kinau St., HonoIn2
Everett St., Portland, Oregon.
7C1
lulu, H. T.
Oregon
Tract
Society,
Southern, Box 148,
)47.2 i
Idaho Tract Society, Box 43, Boise, Idaho.
Roseburg, Oregon.
R,
Illinois Tract Society, Northern, 3645 Ogden
Pennsylvania
Tract
Society,
Eastern, 4910
Ave., Hawthorne Station, Chicago, Ill.
Arch St.,Philadelphia, Pa.
0
Illinois Tract Society, Southern, .304 West
Pennsylvania Tract Society, Western, 7049
Allen St., Springfield, Ill.
Hamilton Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Indiana Tract Society, 521 East Twenty-third
Saskatchewan Tract Society, Box 244, Regina,
St., Indianapolis, Ind.
Saskatchewan, Canada.
7e4 1
Iowa Tract Society, Nevada, Iowa.
South Carolina Tract Society, R. F. D. 5,
Kansas Tract Society, East, 821 West Fifth
Spartanburg, S. C.
St., Topeka, Kans.
South Dakota Tract Society, Box 395, RedTract Society, West, 508 Fifth Ave.,
field, S. Dak.
i Kansas
East, Hutchinson, Kans.
St. Louis Tract Society (see Missouri).
i
" Kentucky Tract Society, 1410 Beech St.,
Tennessee River Tract Society (Western TenLouisville, My.
nessee), 511 Cole Building, Nashville,
Louisiana Tract Society, 810 Jackson Ave.,
Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Texas Tract Society, Keene, Tex.
cM 1
El I
Maine Tract Society, 1377 Washington Ave.. Texas Tract Society, West, Abilene, Tex.
Woodfords Station, Portland, Maine.
Utah Tract and Bible Society, 327 McIntyre
0Manitoba Tract Society, Box 104, Portage la
Building, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Prairie, Manitoba.
Vermont (see Northern New England).
I Massachusetts Tract Society, South Lancaster, Virginia Tract Society, 1615 West Main St.,
Mass.
Richmond, Va.
1
Michigan Tract Society, East, Holly, Mich.
Washington Missionary Society, Western, 1407
Michigan Tract Society, North, 510 Petoskey
East Forty-first St.,Seattle, Wash.
St., Petoskey, Mich.
Washington, Upper Columbia Tract Society,
1
Michigan
higan Tract Society, West, Otsego, Mich.
College Place, Wash.
Minnesota Tract Society, 336 East Lake St., West Virginia Tract Society, 411 Main St.,
Minneapolis, Minn. (Exchange case 45.)
Fairmount, W. Va.
s
Mi sissippi Tract Society, 932 Union St., Jack- Wisconsin Tract Society, Box 57, Grand Rap1
son, Miss.
ids, Wis.
Missouri Tract Society, Northern, Utica, Mo. Wyoming Tract Society, Crawford, Nebr.
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Alabama Tract Society, Fort Payne, Ala.
Alberta Tract Society, Box 7, Lacombe, Al-
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THIS ISSUE
YDROTHERAPY is often supposed to be adapted orily to a well-equipped
sanitarium. But this is far from true. Priessnitz, if I remember, made his
first experiments in hydrotherapy as a result of seeing a dog treat a wounded
foot by holding it continuously in the water. Hydrotherapy in one form or
another is perhaps about as old as the race. A physician once said that an
intelligent, well-instructed nurse, with fomentation cloths and a pail of hot water,
constituted a fairly equipped sanitarium. There are some simple measures in hydrotherapy that can and ought to be utilized in every home. Dr. Geo. K. Abbott, dean of
the College of Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda, Cal., instructor in hydrotherapy, and
author of two text-books on hydrotherapy, has in preparation a series of articles on
simple hydrotherapy for the home, the first of which appears in this issue.
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Three new departments, For the Mother, What to Do First, and The Human
Machine, begun in this issue, contain matter of vital interest for the home.

For the Mother will contain one or more timely articles and a number of briefer
suggestions relating to the training of children or to the care of their health.

What to Do First, consisting largely of brief, pointed paragraphs, will be devoted
to instruction concerning what one should do in case of accident or sudden illness.

The Human Machine will be devoted to instruction in anatomy, physiology, and
general hygiene, and to the discussion of topics relating to the general health.

Other departments are contemplated; such as, Healthful Dress, Physical Culture,
Care of the Sick, Pure Foods, Food and Drug Frauds, and Stimulants and Narcotics.
Not all of these will appear in any one issue, but as the material on hand and the
interest seem to indicate.
THE NEXT ISSUE
Simple Methods of Infant Feeding; Hints to Fat People and Thin People; Aids
to Health Restoration, by Dr. Kress; Dairy Products; Nerve Exhaustion, by Dr. Abbott.
5r7

The TREATMENT
~- DYSPEPSIA

c.

62v./i..820/7,-//0
TRICTLY speaking, the term
dyspepsia means painful digestion ; but as it is popularly used, it applies to a great
variety of digestive troubles, or indigestion. Not all of these are associated with
pain, or even with marked discomfort.
However, if any great change in digestion has occurred, or there is marked
discomfort, a physician should be consulted without delay. Many of the simpler forms of indigestion may be successfully treated at home with only the
occasional advice of a physician.
The most common form of indigestion
is associated with a deficiency in the formation of hydrochloric acid in the stomach, moderate dilation and prolapse of
the stomach, slow or defective movements of the stomach wall, starchy indigestion and biliousness. These are all
manifestations of decreased activity, or
the wearing out of functions that have
been overtaxed or overstimulated by
such things as rapid eating, overeating,
eating between meals or late at night, bad
combinations of food, worry, nerve exhaustion, and many other minor causes.
Because these conditions have been
brought about by overstimulation, it is
not only useless, but productive of further harm to resort to the use of bitters,
stomachic drugs, etc. The use of pepsin
and other digestants can result in only
temporary benefit. The organs of digestion themselves are not strengthened
by such means. It is necessary to tone
up the muscles, glands, and nerves of the
stomach and intestines, and the glandular
activity of the liver and pancreas. The
effects must be those of a true tonic ; that
is, of a restorer of energy. A stimulant
can not build up, but is capable only of
518

calling forth the expenditure of energy.
Because of these last-stated facts, a
certain amount of rest for the body generally, and especially for the stomach, is
an absolute necessity ,in the treatment of
indigestion. The meals should be not
less than five or six hours apart, and a
longer time is better in case of very slow
digestion. The evening meal should be
omitted or be very light, and taken not
later than three hours before retiring.
Those who are engaged in taxing mental
work, especially if indoor, should rest
a half-hour before the noon meal. This
is especially necessary in those who are
nervous or inclined to worry. The digestive glands act very imperfectly when
the nervous system is on a tension. It
has been shown that digestion and digestive movements are completely arrested
in a cat when it is worried by a dog.
Nothing is so helpful in relaxing nerve •
tension as a few minutes' sleep before
the meal. After dinner, unless some
special treatment is necessary, a halfhour of light work is highly beneficial.
There are a number of very simple
means of toning up the glands and muscles of the stomach and intestines. One
of these is to drink cold water ten to
twenty minutes before the meal. The
water soon passes out of the stomach, so
it does not interfere with digestion. The
reaction to this " dash of cold " comes
on just as the meal is eaten, and increases
the amount of the gastric juice secreted
upon the food. This fact has been very
conclusively demonstrated by Prof. I. P.
Pavlov, of St. Petersburg, in experimenting upon dogs. He found not only that
the amount of gastric juice was increased
by the reaction to cold, but that its secretion continued for a longer time than

GENERAL ARTICLES
usual. Those who are very anemic will
find it best to take a small amount of a
hot soup at the beginning of the meal,
as the deficiency of blood prevents proper
reaction to the cold.
In some persons, the eating of the
juice of an orange or half a grapefruit
just preceding the meal, serves as an
effectual and harmless stimulant to the
secretion of hydrochloric acid. Nearly
all fruit acids and other organic acids
such as the lactic acid of artificially
soured milks, have this same effect.
Those who have slow digestion or discomfort following the meal should use
some hot application over the stomach
after eating. This may be done with the
least trouble by means of a hot-water
bottle placed over an undergarment, or
with one or two thicknesses of other
cloth intervening. It should be left on
for from twenty to thirty minutes, or
longer if necessary. This will not be
sufficient in persons who have great discomfort after eating, or who are troubled with vomiting of the food soon after
it is eaten. In such cases a treatment
known as the hot and heating trunk pack
has been found an almost never-failing
remedy.
To administer this, a single blanket is
placed crosswise of a bed so that the
upper edge will reach well up under the

519

patient's arms. A sheet doubled to a
width which will reach from the armpits
to below the hips, is wrung from cold
water and placed over the blanket. The
patient lies down on this, and while both
arms are raised, one end of the wet sheet
is pulled tightly across and around the
trunk. Over the stomach outside of the
sheet, place a three-quart hot-water bottle
half filled with water at 135° F. Wrap
the other end of the sheet about the trunk
over the hot-water bottle, and cover
snugly with the dry blanket, folding one
end over at a time. This treatment
should continue from thirty or forty minutes to two hours. General sweating
should not result. Before taking the patient out, rub the parts covered by the
pack with cold water.
This hot and heating trunk pack is
also beneficial to those who are troubled
with starchy indigestion and flatulence.
For them somewhat the same results may
be secured by a hot foot-bath and fomentations to the abdomen, given at the same
time. Three fomentations should be
used, and the treatment concluded by rubbing the body with cold water, treating
one part at a time.
Constipation and flatulence are both
benefited by wearing at night a moist
girdle about the abdomen. The girdle
(Concluded on page 527)

HOT AND HEATING TRUNK PACK FOR DIGESTIVE DISTURBANCES

DIETETICSUGGE,STIONSArthe
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R. D is a man who has always
lived a fairly temperate life;
he ate and slept well, and
was capable of accomplishing a
great deal of hard work. By close application to business for a number of
years, he had acquired a modest competency. Being in years near the threescore mark, it was only proper that our
friend begin to count on growing old
gracefully, and with less strenuous habits
of labor. The only thing that seemed
to hinder the full enjoyment of the years
of industry was frequent attacks of shortness of breath. These attacks often followed a hearty meal, and were sure to
come on after hurried walking and undue
excitement. Of late, even moderate
walking seemed to give rise to somewhat
labored breathing and heart palpitation.
Examination of this patient confirmed
the suspicion that there was some organic
heart trouble, with hardened arteries. In
addition to this, a half-hundred pounds
of superfluous flesh and fat added somewhat to the handicap of a heart already
laboring under difficulties. So far as
could be discovered, it seemed safe to
presume that if something could be advised that would relieve some of the burden of this constantly overworked heart,
our friend might enjoy a few more years
of health and comfort.
To begin with, our patient was greatly
restricted on the amount of food eaten
at a single meal. Elderly persons, like
most of the rest of mankind, invariably
eat too heartily. With those who are
younger and more active the fires of the
body burn more brilliantly, and thus the
surplus is generally got rid of with less
peril.
At least five hours' interval was required between meals, and no food, either
520
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dry or liquid, was to be partaken of
between meals. It was advised that the
principal meal be taken at noonday, instead of in the evening, as was the custom. This is particularly important in
cases of heart trouble. Eating heartily
at the close of the day almost invariably
increases the urgency of breathing. This
is found to be true when the patient attempts to retire. In taking the horizontal position, a distended stomach exerts
more pressure upward ; consequently the
evening meal should consist simply of
bread and butter, with perhaps a little
fresh or cooked fruit.
In this case, and it is a rule of general
application in such cases, liquids were
proscribed at meal-time. It is generally found that digestion is carried forward more promptly in the stomach when
food is ingested without liquids. This
is especially true when only a moderate
amount is eaten. After all, the stomach
works on about the same lines as does
the entire man : a moderate load is taken
hold of and handled with promptness and
despatch, while an undue burden seems
to invite defeat before the task is begun.
Only one more suggestion needed to
be made, the prompt execution of which,
in addition to the dietetic suggestions,
gave our patient immediate and seemingly permanent relief from all symptoms
of heart trouble. That was the discontinuance of the use of tobacco. Few
realize the injurious effect upon the heart
of the prolonged use of tobacco. In
most cases the user will argue that he is
reasonably sure that it does not injure
him. But the experiment, carefully carried out for several months, will generally convince the most skeptical that
while other things should be done, this
should not be left undone.

THE MEDICINALA5PECT OF FRUIT
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[This article is commended to our readers with the caution that much that is written on
this subject is based upon observation of effects on individuals, or upon theoretical considerations, rather than upon exact scientific demonstration.
Doubtless, fruits have marvelous remedial effects, but as yet we know comparatively little
about this medicinal influence. In fact, it does not seem to be always uniform. With some
persons certain fruits act in a manner the exact opposite to what one might expect from
reading the enthusiastic praisers of fruits.
For this reason each person should experiment with fruits on his own account, noting the
effects, and remembering that sometimes a fruit "disagrees" because eaten with some other
food, as milk or vegetables, when, if eaten alone, it would have a good effect.— ED.]

RESH fruit is made up of
water, protein, fat, carbohydrates, cellulose, mineral matter, and the oils that give it its
characteristic odor and flavor. The medicinal elements are found in the water,
carbohydrates, cellulose, and mineral
matter. The flavoring constituents have
their share in the curative properties also,
by making the fruit grateful to the palate,
and so -desired by the healthy and the
invalid alike. Some of them are so
subtle and ethereal that they have defied
the chemist to isolate them. But, curiously enough, they have been made by
synthesis from that malodorous substance, coal-tar. The juice of fruit consists of distilled water impregnated with
the carbohydrates and other constituents.
One half to three quarters of the carbohydrates consist of fruit-sugar, or
levulose. Some fruits, including the apple, apricot, and pineapple, also . have
cane-sugar. Fruit-sugar is capable of
passing into the blood without preparation on the part of the digestive organs. On the other hand, cane-sugar
calls for work by one of the intestinal.
juices. Fruits rich in levulose are good
for dyspeptic and diabetic patients. The
carbohydrates, in addition to the sugars,
include gums that on boiling yield jelly,
owing to the presence of a substance
known as pectose. On being digested,
the jellies are turned into a form of
sugar called pentose, that is said to have

emollient qualities of a high order. Apart
from their medicinal qualities, the carbohydrates are practically the nutritious
elements of fruits, the protein and fat
forming but a very small portion of their
make-up.
While the amount of mineral matter
found in fruits is small, something like
five-tenths per cent, it has much to do
with the curative properties of the fruit.
In the main, such matter consists of potash, iron or phosphorus united with tartaric, citric, or malic acid,— organized
salts capable of being assimilated by the
human system. These salts when taken
into the body are converted into carbonates, and so help the blood to become
more alkaline. When the blood has too
much acid in it, maladies of several kinds
are pretty sure to follow. Fruit salts
restore the balance in the vital fluid, as
it were.
The absence of earthy salts in fruits
is noteworthy. Such salts have a bad
effect on sufferers from certain diseases,
including some forms of tumor and
atheroma, or degeneration of the inner
coatings of the arteries. Many physicians
therefore prescribe the free use of fruit
in place of cereals, because the latter are
rich in the objectionable salts.
Citric acid, more than its fellow acids
already named, occurs in the majority
of fruits. As fruits ripen, their acids
diminish with the increase in sugar.
Ripening is therefore a sweetening proc521
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ess. A few fruits, such as the apricot,
become sourer after cooking, because of
chemical changes brought about by the
heat. It is usually better to eat raw
fruit, because it has curative qualities
which the plot or pan may possibly destroy. Jams, jellies, and stewed fruits are
appetizing and wholesome, but fruits taken for medical purposes, are better used
as nature prepared them. Unripe fruits
cause intestinal irritation by reason of
their excess of acid.
Prof. Arthur Lonsdale, of London,
spoke of fruits as " a globular framework
of fine, easily digested and pharmaceutically valuable cellulose, saturated with distilled water containing fruit-sugar." The
distinguished scientist is quoted because
of his reference to the cellulose, his opinion being that of practically all members
of the medical profession who have investigated the curative properties of
fruits. This cellulose appears to have
a direct stimulating action on the bowels.
Those persons therefore, who suffer
from constipation usually find ready relief by making fruit a prominent part
of their daily dietary. Unlike artificial
cathartics, the use of fruit does not entail
subsequent constipation, while the action
induced by it is of a gentle and bland
nature. Where there is much griping or
other violent intestinal disturbances following the taking of fruit, it is a sure
sign that it was either unripe or not
fresh.
Citrous fruits include the orange,
lemon, citron, lime, bergamot, shaddock,
and grapefruit. These fruits are distinguished by the volatile oils found in their
skins and flowers. From the skins, flavoring essences are made, and from
the flowers, perfumes. Both of these
have their place in the materia medics
also, by reason of their stimulative effects.
But it is because of the citric acid that
these fruits are best known; the lemon
in particular being prominent in this respect. Many are the excellent medical
qualities claimed for this acid. When
diluted and sipped slowly, it will increase

the secretion of saliva. It seems to be
beneficial in muscular rheumatism; its
power to allay feverish symptoms is well
known. In many forms of skin disease,
it acts like a charm. It is a certain preventive and cure for scurvy. Since it
became a portion of the daily diet of
seamen by law, scurvy, the dread and
scourge of seagoers of old days, has practically disappeared. The writer remembers a sailors' song of English origin that
was called " The Cantankerous Captain,"
two lines of which ran thus :
" He puts 'em on a double watch; cuts 'baccy,
that's a fact;
But he's got to pass the lime-juice out, according to the act."

The allusion is to the stringent British
laws, or act of Parliament on the subject. Citric acid is also often used in
medicine in combination with iron, magnesium, lithium, quinin, etc., " citrates "
being the result.
Fruit acids are germicidal. The harboring place for many of the most common and dangerous microbes that afflict
humanity, is the intestinal tract. The
use of the citrous fruits is somewhat of
a protection against maladies that these
microbes cause. As a mouth wash, lemon-juice has some virtue. A very dilute
solution of the acid can be used with
advantage for tired eyes and inflamed
eyelids. Scorbutic affections yield to its
use. Lemonade is too well known as a
refreshing drink to need mention. And
as a drink for feverish invalids, it is
unsurpassed. It is also good for diabetic patients. Travelers escape tropical
fevers by the liberal use of drinks of
which lemon- or lime-juice is the basis.
Apples, pears, and quinces are all
members of a botanical family that includes the roses, and is scientifically
known as Pyrus malus. Ripe apples
eaten raw and thoroughly masticated, are
sometimes excellent for digestive troubles. In Devonshire, England, there is an
apple-cure establishment for dyspeptics
that is said to have effected some remarkable recoveries by placing the patients
on an exclusive diet of the fruit. Skin
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and allied diseases yield to a treatment
that includes apples as one of the chief
articles of diet. Together with the pear,
the apple is a mild aperient. Fresh apple-juice, taken before breakfast, is excellent for constipation. The quince is
used only in the form of preserves. Owing to its excessive astringency when
raw, it is sometimes employed to stop
hemorrhage by placing slices of it on the
wounds.
Unfermented grape-juice acts as a
mild laxative and diuretic, and diminishes
the acidity of the urine. It is therefore
good for gout, rheumatism, obesity, scorbutic afflictions, kidney troubles, and digestive disorders, including those that
have their origin in the liver. And according to Robert Hutchinson, M. D.,
the famous English doctor, grapes are
of the utmost value in the case of chronic
bronchial catarrh.
At the European grape-cures, patients
consume from one to eight pounds of
the fruit daily. The grapes are not used
as an exclusive diet, but are eaten between meals. Each patient has to gather
his own grapes. Doubtless this enforced
exercise in the open aids.the action of the
grapes. An American physician who
visited one of the French cures, noted
that many of the patients were suffering
from fatness of the lower part of the
body, due to their indulgence in the good
things of the table and the habits of inaction. To such persons, the effort of
gathering the grapes was an affliction,
yet a blessing in disguise. It is said that
two or three weeks of grape-eating betters the condition of most of the patients.
Rhubarb, owing to the large proportion of oxalic acid that it contains, is a
capital Antiscorbutic. In minor forms of
scurvy, it acts as a curative. The young
plant when stewed and eaten at breakfast, is laxative.
Bananas contain more starch than any
other known fruit. For this reason, while
they are very nutritious, they are not
laxative. They may be used with advantage by those who suffer from looseness of the bowels.
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The fig is rich in cellulose. On account of this quality it possesses laxative
powers of a high order. Confirmed cases
of constipation can be cured by the use
of sound, dried figs. Many figs offered
to the public are moldy, partly rotten.
or maggot-eaten, and unfit for consumption. They should be plump, free from
a suggestion of mold or blight, and of
a fragrant odor.
Peaches, apricots, nectarines, and all
the stone-fruits, contain much cellulose, and usually have marked laxative
effects. When fully ripe, they have a
tonic quality that " picks up " those of
delicate appetite. It is said by some investigators that this bracing effect is due
to an infinitesimal quantity of prussic
acid, which gives the flavor to the kernel
of the fruit, and escapes into the pulp.
There are many poisons of the deadliest
descriptions that, used in microscopic
quantities, are of therapeutic value, and
it would seem that that of the stonefruits is one of them.
The plums have medicinal qualities
akin to those of the fruits just named.
The prune is especially well provided
with cellulose, and hence its well-known
effects on the organs of excretion.
Cranberries and gooseberries are plentifully supplied with acid, and are of
value to those suffering from harsh,
rough skin, or from scorbutic affections
of any kind. Currants are also endowed
with a liberal quantity of acid, but in
addition have a very large percentage
of fruit-sugar. Therefore they are fitted
for diabetic patients as well as for
anemic ; for in both, such sugar can be
used when other kinds of sugar would
be harmful.
Iron salts enter largely into the composition of the strawberry, and make that
fruit particularly acceptable to those who
are nervous and run down. The acid of
this fruit is also said to be of benefit to
sufferers from kidney and bladder troubles. Because of the absence of canesugar in the strawberry, it also can be
safely used by the diabetic.
(Concluded on page 525)

NOTION PICTURE EYETI5
hiaigeo C ft-cz
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HE motion-picture industry, tionary, the eye may rest upon one or
which originated less than two more than one spoke ; when the wheel
decades ago, but which now revolves slowly, the eye may rest upon
represents an investment of at several spokes; but if the wheel releast s'xty-five million dollars, consti- volves a little faster, the eye will cease
tutes a new and very serious menace to to follow a few spokes and begin to folthe health of the nation. An increas- low many. Then if the wheel revolves
ing amount of eye trouble among young at a more rapid rate of speed, the spokes
people has been noted by oculists and will all appear indistinct and blurred.
opticians during the past few years, and They will not blur, however, until they
specialists who have traced it to its source reach a speed at which the eye is incapadeclare that a large per cent of it is due ble of following them. To a pair of poor
to the fact that a great majority of the eyes the spokes will blur when they are
children ,throughout the land are victims passing a given point at the rate of three
hundred a minute, but some eyes will folof the motion-picture craze.
Motion pictures have a serious effect low them until they revolve at the rate
upon the ocular muscles by reason of the of one thousand a minute.
absence of color vibrations, and on acThe motion picture of the present day
count of the flickering that results when is a long film of separate and distinct
the pictures are projected upon the screen. photographs carried past a projecting
Eye strains result in headaches, and head- lens so rapidly that they deceive the eye.
aches result in more serious forms of Is it any wonder that an illusion is pronervous derangements, which are apt to duced when pictures are projected upon
work havoc with the health of the rising a screen at the tate of twenty a second?
Such films as are used in motion-picture
generation.
Manufacturers of motion-picture ma- cameras are usually one thousand feet in
chinery and films the world over are ex- length. The edges of the films are pererting every effort to produce material forated to fit the sprockets of the prothat will not be so productive of tired jecting apparatus. With his camera so
eyes; but up to the present no means timed that it will make several hundred
has been devised to eliminate entirely the pictures a minute, the motion-picture phoflickering of pictures and to supply the tographer clears the deck for action, and
color vibrations so necessary to perfect turns the crank that draws the film past
vision. Thus far, the camera craft has his lens. Then the film is developed and
been unable to imitate the various color made ready for use.
effects that nature provides for us, and
When the film is wound on a reel and
the chances are that these color effects placed in the projecting apparatus, the
never will be reproduced through the perforations are fitted to a pair of sprocklens of a camera.
ets, and the loose end of the film'is fastMotion pictures are optical illusions, ened to an empty reel. The projecting
brought about by projecting, in rapid suc- apparatus is then thrown into gear, the
cession, a series of pictures upon a screen, operator starts to turn the crank, and the
produced by means of a physiological show begins. In front of the lens is a
phenomenon styled " vision persistence." little shutter that revolves rapidly in
The turning of a wagon wheel furnishes order to cut off the light between adjacent
an admirable illustration of vision per- pictures. That shutter causes the flickersistence. When the wheel remains sta- ing; but it must perform its function,
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or else the film would be nothing but a
passing panorama of motionless pictures.
Each time the shutter revolves, it produces the same effect that you get if you
blink your eyes. The flickering effect is
a natural result, and a fortune awaits the
man who can figure out a way to eliminate it.
It is difficult for the eyes to view motion
pictures for a length of time without suffering injury. The degree of vision
persistence require-d to follow motion
pictures overtaxes the eye, the flickering
produced by the cut-off shutter adds still
more to the strain, and, unless the ocular
muscles are unusually strong, " motionpicture eyes " are the result.
Sharp contrasts between black and
white shadows in motion pictures have
a bad effect upon the vision ; and films
that have been used too much, being dim
and indistinct, injure the eyes.
It may be added that colored films are
less injurious to the eyes than ordinary
motion-picture films, because of the pres-
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ence of color vibrations. One who attends motion-picture shows can testify
that the eyes feel more comfortable when
looking at colored pictures than when
looking at black-and-white ones.
Summing it all up, there is reason for
believing that the coming generation
will pay dearly for the pleasure it is deriving from motion-picture shows. The
price of admission to picture shows is
very small, and there are those who can
afford to attend regularly, but the time
may come when the money thus spent
would come in handy to pay an oculist
for correcting an error in vision, or to
hire a specialist to repair a nervous system deranged by eye strain.
Directors of many public schools have
adopted the plan of exhibiting motion
pictures in assembly-rooms for educational purposes, but it is doubtful whether
the benefits thereby afforded justify the
injuries that the eyes of the schoolchildren are almost certain to suffer as a
result• of motion-picture courses of study.

THE MEDICINAL ASPECT OF FRUIT
(Concluded from page 523)
The pineapple contains a substance
that assists in the digestion of food.
The pineapple is not suited to diabetics,
owing to its containing cane-sugar. But
in the case of others, it is of value for
its digestive and antiscorbutic properties
and for its stimulative action on the
bladder. Also, if eaten in liberal quantities on an otherwise empty stomach, it
will overcome ordinary constipation.
Dates are mildly stimulating. Tamarinds are markedly laxative. In the British army in the tropics, this fruit, preserved, is served daily for the purpose
of insuring regular excretory action.
Melons and pumpkins contain a comparatively large proportion of phosphoric
acid.
Blackberries, raspberries, huckleberries, and other similar kinds are rich in

acids and cellulose, and act as blood purifiers and laxatives. The cellulose takes
the form of the pithy grains that are embedded in the pulp. These grains can
not be digested. When one eats the
fruit, the intestines make a special effort
to rid themselves of them ; hence the
laxative action that usually accompanies
the use of berries.
The peel, or rind, of the fruit is usually tasteless or bitter or even poisonous.
Therefore, it is well to peel your fruit
before you eat it. When the peel is eaten,
care should be taken that it is thoroughly
washed. Insects lay their eggs, and mold
grows, on the outside skin of the majority of fruits, to say nothing of the dust
and dirt that gather thereon. The safest
and certainly the cleanest plan is to remove the peel.

MEAT SUBSTITUTES
(Concluded)
George E. Cornforth
Lentil and Nut Cakes
I- CUP lentil purée
3 cup gluten meal, or zwieback-crumbs, or
very light-browned flour
cup chopped walnuts
cup strained tomato
teaspoonful grated carrot
teaspoonful salt
Combine the ingredients, form into cakes,
and bake for ten minutes. Serve with —
Nut Tomato Gravy
cup strained tomato
II cups water
tablespoonful peanut butter
tablespoonful white flour
tablespoonful browned flour
teaspoonful salt
Dissolve the nut butter in the water, add the
tomato and salt, and heat to boiling. Stir in
the two kinds of flour, which have been mixed
and stirred smooth with a little cold water.
Cook till thickened.
Lentil and Nut Roast
cup lentil purée
cup gluten meal or light-browned flour
cup chopped nut meats, different kinds
teaspoonful salt
I teaspoonful sage
Mix ingredients, put into oiled bread tin, and
bake for thirty minutes. Serve with—
Nut Gravy
I pt. water
cup nut butter
ri tablespoonfuls flour
teaspoonful salt
Blend nut butter with water, heat to boiling,
and thicken with the flour stirred smooth with
a little cold water. Add salt.
Nut Scrapple
Stir into one pint of left-over corn-meal
mush, while it is hot, one-half cup or more of
any kind of chopped nuts. Put into a bread
tin wet in cold water. When cold, slice and
broil on a hot, slightly oiled griddle.
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Nut Barley Loaf
small onion, finely chopped
ik tablespoonfuls oil
tablespoonful browned flour
3 tablespoonful white flour
cup boiling water
-3 cup chopped, lightly roasted peanuts
3 cup stale bread-crumbs
3 teaspoonful salt
I cup cooked pearl-barley
Cook onion in oil till it begins to brown, add
brown and white flour, stirring in the boiling
water. Cook till thickened, then add remaining
ingredients. Put into oiled bread tins, and
hake from thirty-five to forty minutes. Serve
with —
Brown Cream Sauce
cups milk
cup cream
cup flour
tablespoonful browned flour
teaspoonful salt
Stir the brown and white flour smooth with
a little of the milk. Heat remaining milk and
cream to boiling, stir into it .the flour mixture,
cook till thickened, and add salt. Milk instead
of cream may be used by adding two tablespoonfuls of oil.
Lentil and Rice Roast
It cups lentil puree
2i tablespoonfuls peanut butter
cup strained tomato
4 tablespoonful browned flour
tablespoonful gluten meal, or sufficient
zwieback-crumbs to make it stiff enough
for roast
teaspoonful salt
teaspoonful celery salt
teaspoonful sage
Stir the nut butter smooth with the tomatojuice, add remaining ingredients, mix well,
and put into an oiled bread tin in layers with
one cup of rice to which one small egg,
beaten, has been added. Bake thirty minutes.
Serve with bread sauce.
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Nut Hash
cup chopped nuts
2 cups chopped cold boiled or baked potato
/ onion, chopped
tablespoonful browned flour
cup cream or strained tomato
teaspoonful salt
teaspoonful sage, if desired
Mix ingredients, put into oiled pan, and heat
in oven.
Bean and Nut Roast
21 cups bean puree
if cups mashed potato
1 cup ground almonds or pecans
I egg, beaten
teaspoonful shredded coconut
I very small onion, grated
teaspoonful salt
1 teaspoonful thyme
Mix ingredients well together, put into oiled
bread tin, and bake from thirty-five to forty
minutes. Serve with egg sauce.
Nut Patties
1 cup peanut butter
1 cup chopped nuts, any kind
I cup cracker-crumbs

Water to make of the proper consistency to
be formed into patties with the hands
Salt to taste
Bake fifteen minutes in a hot oven. Serve
with jelly.
Lentil Patties
2 cups lentil puree
1 cup peanut butter
1 cup gluten meal or cracker-crumbs
i teaspoonful grated onion
1 teaspoonful salt
tablespoonful browned flour
Mix ingredients. Form into flat cakes, and
bake ten minutes in a hot oven. Serve with —
Lentil Grairy
1 cup lentil puree
11 cups water
teaspoonful dark-browned flour
teaspoonful finely chopped onion cooked
in a little oil
Flour to thicken to the consistency of gravy
Add water, browned flour, and cooked onion
to the lentil puree. Heat to boiling, and
thicken with just a little flour stirred smooth
with cold water. A little tomato-juice may
be used in place of part of the water.

THE TREATMENT OF DYSPEPSIA
(Concluded from page 519)
consists of two parts. The inner is made pins, so as to exclude the entrance of air
of one thickness of linen, or three or under it. The girdle should be dry on
four of cheese-cloth, eight or nine inches removal in the morning.
wide, and a little more than one and oneThese simple means, if persisted in, will
half times the circumference of the body. prove of inestimable value in remedying
The outer part is of flannel, and should the ills of indigestion and dyspepsia.
be about twelve inches wide and of the While much relief may be obtained by a
same length as the inner piece. The few treatments, one must not expect pergirdle should be applied on retiring. The manent results too early, as perverted
dry flannel is placed across the bed, and habits of digestion require some time for
the cheese-cloth or linen, wrung nearly their correction. These treatments are
dry from cold water, praced over it. The also far superior to drug stimulation, as
patient lies down on this so that the top they do not overstimulate and so wear
of the hip bones will come to about the out the response of the digestive funcmiddle of the girdle. Each end of the tions. They promote healthy action of
wet linen is pulled tightly across the the organs of digestion, and leave them
abdomen, and tucked in on the opposite in normal tone, ready to perform better
side. The flannel is now folded tightly the work of digestion at the next meal.
over, and securely fastened with safetyLoma Linda, Cal.

FEAR AND FALSEHOOD
[At the National Congress of Mothers held in Washington, D. C., in 1911, J. George
Becht, of the Clarion (Pa.) Normal School, gave an address which contained so many helpful thoughts for parents (fathers as well as mothers) that we give the substance of the
- address. It was entitled " The Place of Fear in Discipline; Fear and Falsehood; Training
to Honesty." — En.]

URING the last twenty-five
years there has been more attention given to child study than
during all the preceding centuries. Jesus gave a new meaning to child
life, and it is singular that through these
centuries people have been so slow in
appreciating what he taught.
Corporal punishment is the result of
a false religious zeal. Rome drove the
Christians to the monasteries. Then
came the curious belief that sin was inevitably connected with the fleshly body,
and that it must be got rid of by crucifying the body. Coercion by means of the
rod was a prominent characteristic of
the middle ages. The body was the seat
of sin, and the more it was crucified, the
more spiritual the individual.
It was forgotten that childhood is a
period of development. The thought of
the personality of the child was crushed
out. We have just_ again discovered the
fact that selfhood and personality are the
sacred possession of childhood.
Biologically considered, fear is an attribute of the lowest form of life. It
is very pronounced in animal life and
in primitive man. Fear is nature's appointed way, if I may so speak, of avoiding disaster.
We have only recently learned to tell
the truth. Nature rewards deception.
The sly and the cunning survive, the others perish. The deer, the hare, the fox,
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elude their pursuers and save their lives
by deceit. All through nature deception
is one of the first elements of self-preservation, and as far as the lower animals
are concerned, is a virtue, not a vice.
The power and the success of primitive
man lay in his ability to deceive. If we
are the descendants of primitive man and
have such a heritage, is it not rather
surprising that we tell the truth as much
as we do?
In dealing with children, we interpret
child life in terms of our experience, not
in the terms of childhood. When we
come into right relation with child life
on this point, we shall be more successful
in our homes and in our schools.
The most sacred thing about the child
is his personality. There is no more certain way to repress that than by coercive
fear. We can not drill morality and religion into the child by force. The child
does not develop from the outside, but
from within outward.
When you have touched the motive,
the spring of action, you have begun at
the heart of the matter. When you have
begun by enforcirig an outward observance of form, you have made a tactful
diplomat, with conventional morality.
Instead of disintegrating the child's
personality by fear, we should seek to
integrate it by good example in all that
the child ought to be. Fear also crushes
out imagination from the child. and

FOR THE MOTHER
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should be banished, as a means of child forced him to tell a more deliberate lie
control, from home and school.
than before.
Deceit is a means of self-protection.
We hear teachers loudly decry cheatThe child is not far wrong who defines ing, but what causes the cheating? We
a lie as " a false statement, but a very cause the cheating when we place the
present help in time of trouble." Many whole emphasis on the grade — on the
parents actually lead their children into ninety-eight or ninety-nine per cent —
telling lies by
at the end of
their quest h e examinations.
tion. When
" Dear Editor: What do you think of this?
A boy had
w
e begin to
They are granose babies since five months
been told to
train with the
of age,— Maxie, left; Audrey, right. Piccome in at
ture taken on first birthday."
thought t hat
five, but he did
the main thing
not. F r om
is character
t h e window,
and truth fulhis mother
ness, rather
watched him
than grades,
playing till
we shall d o
nearly six,
something t o
when he came
inculcate
rushing in.
truthfulness in
" Where were
the child.
you?" she
The child
said. " I was
needs special
out with Danattention f o r
iel." (True
the reason that
enough.)
he has not the
" Why did you
power of inhinot come earbition that oldSuch was the notation on post-card aclier ? " " Dancompanying this picture. They are cerer persons
tainly a rugged pair, and speak well for a
iel had to go
have. In the
health-food diet. Maxie and Audrey, we
to the store,
child the imcongratulate you on your choice of a mother,
and I went
pulse is more
and trust you may always be as wise in
with him."
your choice of a diet.
likely to spring
(Lie No. 1.)
into action.
p.d.o.mm.tm,..,...im,••••m”40
" What d i d
We need to
Daniel go to
come so near
the store for? " " He went to buy some the child that he will feel our symcoffee." (Lie No. 2.) " But why did pathy, and then we shall be in a posiyou not come home instead of going with tion to help him. We must not go into
him ? " " Daniel's mother wanted me to hysterics even if the child has told a
go with him." (Lie No. 3.)
wilful, malicious lie. Let us remember
The mother then told the boy how she that while the child is not immoral, he
had watched him during the entire time, is unmoral. He has an unformed charand how she had caught him deliberately acter, and it requires time to develop
lying. It was bad for the boy, but what what we may call an instinct of truthcan we say for the mother ? Was she fulness. While you may place your child
above suspicion in the matter of decep- on honor, let it be with the proviso that
tion? When she knew the truth, was it you will be there to help him to maintain
her business to elicit a series of lies from that honor. Self-control is of slow
the child ? Each question she asked, growth.
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Mothers, Nurse Your Babies!
DR. JACOBI, at the recent meeting of the
American Medical Association, presented an
earnest plea for the babies, that they have
their right to careful nursing and mother's
milk. The following instances given by him
should be convincing as to the value of maternal nursing in the preservation of infant
life : —
" During the siege of Pues (1870-71) the
women were compelled to nurse their own
babies on account of the absence of cow's
milk. Infant mortality under one year fell
from thirty-three to seven per cent. During
the cotton crisis in 1861 there was a famine;
men and women starved, and on account of
no money for artificial food the women nursed
their babies. One half of the infant mortality
disappeared. In the poor forest districts of the Westerwald, the bottle-fed babies had a
mortality of twenty per cent, and the breastfed babies eight per cent."
There is a general impression that many
mothers can not nurse their children. According to the most experienced of physicians,
this is not so. There are exceedingly few
mothers who can not at least furnish a fair
share of the milk needed by the child ; and
even a part of mother's milk will help to
render the little one more resistant to children's diseases, and give it a better chance
in the world. Mothers, give the babies a
chance.
tst
Of
Baby Needs Water
MOTHERS should not forget the fact so forcibly put by Dr. Abraham Jacobi, president of
the American Medical Association, at the recent Atlantic City meeting:
When you are hungry, you want to eat;
when you are thirsty, you drink. The baby
wants its equal rights. But no matter whether
it is hungry or thirsty, it is condemned to
receive the same food to quench both its
hunger and thirst. When it cries with hunger,
it justly receives food from fhe bottle or breast;
when it cries with thirst, it is given the same
food from the same source. I have often
felt like presenting a bill to the legislature,
enforcing, when father, mother, and physician
are thirsty, beefsteak and potatoes."
Perhaps if father, mother, and physician had
to quench thirst with beefsteak and potato,
they would feel more sympathetic toward the
thirsty baby, and give him what he is calling
for — water. Milk is not water, and will not
take the place of water for thirsty baby or
child. The baby can ill bear deprivation of
water. Especially during the first few days
of the baby's life, when the mother does not
furnish much milk, the baby needs water.
4P.4
Care of the Baby in Summer
IN the summer give the baby less food and
more fluid. A child should have a drink very
frequently in warm weather.

It is a good practise to give a drink before
feeding or nursing, for the reason that often
the child will continue to take food because
his little body is calling for water. Be sure
that the water is from a good source. If not
absolutely sure as to this point, the water
should be boiled and then cooled. Be careful
not to overdress a young child in warm
weather. When the child is in the house, one
piece is often amply sufficient.
9V
Poisoning From Vermifuges
A PHYSICIAN in La Semaine Medicate gives
a warning against the poisoning that may
follow the use of vermifuges. A small child
was made blind by a dose of santonin, which
was. given in oily solution, in order to render
it more effective. He also warns against the
administration of castor-oil after extract of
male-fern. A child who took an ordinary dose
of castor-oil after two drams of male-fern,
died, though it had two weeks before taken
twice as much male-fern followed by some
other purgative. No oil of any kind, according
to this physician, should be used with or after
either santonin or male-fern. When it is necessary to expel worms, it is better to let a
physician attend to it. Worm remedies are
not harmless by any means.
Infant Mortality
Archives of Pediatrics is a magazine published exclusively for physicians who make
a specialty of the care, feeding, and treatment
of babies and children. In the May issue of
this journal is a paper by Dr. Alexander
McAllister, which was read before the New
Jersey State Pediatric Society. It was a paper
for specialists on children's diseases,— men
who, of all others, are most thoroughly acquainted with the cause of infant mortality.
Dr. McAllister says : —
" The general ignorance of parents as to
the subject of the care of children is one
of the most fruitful causes of infant mortality.
Even the otherwise intelligent classes seem at
times to be woefully lacking in knowledge of
this most important special subject."
" Mother's instinct " may suffice for rabbits
and chickens and pigs, but it hardly suffices for
human beings ; and the mother who depends
upon it is apt to have some bitter experiences.
Mothers are just learning the grave dangers
from disease-infected milk, and the more intelligent are taking measures to secure pure
milk; but better, many mothers are learning
that a mother is not fulfilling her duty to her
child when she feeds it by proxy.
" Not only should the parent be instructed
in sex hygiene," says Dr. McAllister, " but
in general and personal hygiene as well."
What subject in the school curriculum is so
important to the mother as the knowledge
how to rear healthy and efficient men and
women?

THE STAGES IN SMALLPDX
N every case of smallpox the and particularly by headache and excasual observer can recognize cruciating backache, with which are frea uniform procession of stages. quently associated paralysis of the exExcept in rare instances, every tremities, and occasionally of the bladder.
case has five periods, or stages, termed This stage usually lasts three full days,
incubation, invasion, eruption, suppura- and then the eruption appears. This
tion and desiccashows itself first
tion. These peon the face and
riods will be
neck, and perfound i n nearly
haps also at the
all cases of smallsame time upon
pox, modified or
the body and
unmodified, says
limbs. The skin
Dr. W. H. Smith,
over the entire
in the Medical
body is studded
Standard.
with spots resemIn every case
bling fine needle
there is a period
pricks, red,
of incubation,
slightly pointed,
that is, the time
and hardly above
which elapses bet h e surface of
tween exposure
the skin.
and the first
The next day
symptoms of the
they a r e more
disease, w hi c h
prominent, a n d
has been ascereach day they intained to be nine
crease very perfull days.
ceptibly. Their
The invasion is
elevation above
characterized by
the skin surface
chills, high temi s considerable.
perature, and
The base is hard
From " Acute Contagious Diseases," Welch & Schamberg, published by Lea & Febeger, Philadelphia
constant sweatand shotty ; and
ing, by disturbTwo children in the Municipal Hospital, Philagradually the
ances of the delphia, one unvaccinated, and the other vaccinated
fluid which they
on the day of admission or the day before; the
nervous system, crust is still seen upon the leg. The vaccinated
contain becomes
by vomiting, by child remained in the hospital with its mother, who
a little more
was suffering from smallpox, for three weeks, was
general muscular discharged
opaque, until the
perfectly well, and remained so. The
and joint pain, unvaccinated child admitted with smallpox died.
end of eight days.
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From " Acute Contagious Diseases," Welch & Schamb erg, published by Lea ,& Febeger, Philadelphia

Three members of a family brought to the Municipal Hospital with the mother, who was
suffering from smallpox. The child in the center was unvaccinated; the other two had, a year
before because of the school vaccination requirements, been inoculated by some of that " terrible
virus," which is the bugaboo of some people. These two children remained in the smallpox wards
several weeks and left the hospital perfectly well.

After the eighth day of eruption, a redness begins to'be perceptible around the
base of each pimple, which is now the
beginning of a small pustule. The pustules in a short time become painful, and
swelling begins.
This is the starting-point of suppuration. The swelling attains its maximum
on the following day, that is, on the
ninth day of the disease. The pustules
increase in volume until about the fourteenth day, when the swelling by which
they are surrounded goes down, and rupture takes place within three or four
days. The pus which they contain escapes, and they remain unbroken until
they are dried up.

Upon the falling of the crusts, which
takes place from the twentieth day, there
remains not a depression, but a projection of a deep violet-red hue. On this
projection a small scale forms, which
separates in a few days, and is succeeded
by a thinner scale, which in turn gives
place to another one, thinner still, and
thus in succession scales form and fall
during a period of from fifteen to thirty
days.
By degrees the projection diminishes.
After from four to six weeks there is
seen in its place a slight depression; in
four or five months the redness of the
skin has disappeared, leaving in its place
a white and contracted pit.

WHAT TO DO FIRST
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An Efficient Nutritive Enema
clean, the water penetrates the burned tissues,
in consequence of which they remain moist
BEAT one egg thoroughly with a quarter of and soft. Without this immersion the cuticle
a teaspoonful of salt, and if desired, a little which has been destroyed allows exposed tiscream. The bowel should be thoroughly emp- sues to harden and form an impenetrable cover
tied by full enema an hour before the rectal over the deeper parts. Immersed in water,
feeding, which latter should be given by means tissues that have become gangrenous can not
of a soft rubber tube that can be inserted dry up, but remain moist ; and for this reason
well up the bowel.
the wound is kept constantly clean. There is
Og
no accumulation of pus, no crusting of dry
For Erysipelas
secretion, and what is most essential, the paPAINT the part with tincture of iodin; and tient does not have to suffer the painful prowhen it is dry, give it a coat or two of flexible cedure of a change of dressing.
To any one who knows the wonderfully
collodion. A strong solution of Epsom salts
soothing effect of the bath in cases of burns,
also acts well in erysipelas.
how painful it is to see the routine treatment
4E 91f Of
by dressing.
For Ivy-Poisoning
All who have had experience with it will
Mum relief will be obtained by applying admit that the warm bath is the most reliable
a hot saturated solution of Epsom salts to the means of applying antiseptic principles in cases
part. It is best to apply by means of hot com- of extensive burns.
press, over which an oiled silk is applied to
9PS
4.V
prevent evaporation. The application should
Nosebleed
be renewed three or four times a day.
ACCORDING to Merck's Archives, bleeding, if
414 4V 4V
not excessive, is sometimes a great benefit.
Vaseline a Laxative
In typhoid it relieves apathy and headache ;
in plethora, certain liver troubles, malaria, and
ONE of the best means of producing a regular daily evacuation of the bowels is liquid Bright's disease, it acts as a safety-valve.
When it is excessive, or when it is not
vaseline, which is non-irritant and can not deto afford relief, treatment should imcompose, says Hertz, in Progres Medical. needed
be begun.
It is especially useful in painful constipation. mediately
Try first the simpler methods. Stretch both
Take a teaspoonful to a dessert-spoonful two hands
high up in the air. This alone will
or three times a day, as may be needed. Hertz stop many
a nosebleed.
prefers it to agar.
Apply a key or other cold body to the back
9V
of the neck. A lump of ice is best, if it is at
hand.
• The Continuous Bath , for Burns
Application may also be made to the foreIT is now more than fifty years since Passa- head and cheeks.
vant established the fact that the continuous
Compress the nostrils with thumb and finger.
warm water bath 'is the ideal remedy in the
Put the extremities- in a hot mustard foottreatment of extensive burns, and fifty years bath, or better, in a leg bath.
since Hebra first practised the method. Dr.
Inject peroxid of hydrogen full strength into
Achilles Rose, in the New York Medical Times,
the nostril, and plug with cotton saturated
calls attention to this much-neglected remedy. with it.
The continuous warm water bath gives alIf no peroxid is handy, use witch-hazel or
most instantaneous and complete relief from
vinegar.
the excruciating pain of extensive burns. In
If these all fail after a fair trial, it is better
the warm water the wound is constantly kept
to have a physician.
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ARE YOU IN SOUND HEALTH?
ERHAPS that is not a fair
question, for one's notion of
that which constitutes " sound
health gives opportunity for
an immense leeway. The writer has
taken histories of men applying for treatment who at first stated that they had
" always been in sound health until the
present illness," and yet questioning
elicited the fact that they had constantly
been subject to such symptoms as gas on
the stomach, water-brash, constipation,
occasional headache, etc. ; that is, with
them such symptoms were not incompatible with good health. On the other
hand, the writer has known persons who,
so far as their minds were concerned,
seemed to have all the diseases of the
doctor books, especially such diseases as
they had read about and seen in others;
and yet examination failed to reveal any
disturbance of function, and apparently
they were as sound as a dollar. We
would naturally say they were sick because they imagined they were. But
whatever may be at fault, the person
whose imagination constantly tells him
(or more likely her) that he is sick, is
sick. He has a diseased imagination (I
use the word in broad sense), and until
that is remedied, he is incapable of doing
efficient work. He may be of the selfassertive kind, whose delight is to parade
his ills and shortcomings before his fellows whether they will or no ; or he may
be of the submerged type, who feels that
he lacks something, yet to the best of his
ability strives to keep above water and
present a normal appearance.
The fact is there are comparatively
few persons who are entirely satisfied
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with their state of health, and there are
fewer still who are living up to the highest possible standard of mental and physical health and efficiency.
One evidence of this is the surprisingly
large number of medicines, nostrums, appliances, health systems, climates, waters,
etc., used in the hope of bettering the
health.
Perhaps five hundred million dollars
would be a moderate estimate for the
amount paid out in this country for the
advertised so-called cures of disease, nostrums, quack concerns, etc., to say nothing of the amount paid out regularly to
physicians.
Whatever is widely advertised as a
means of preventing or curing sickness
or of improving the health finds multitudes of buyers. Thousands of persons
who want to get well, spend about all the
money they can spare, and sometimes
more, for some widely advertised nostrum. Multitudes constantly visit the
doctors, going from one to another,
spending their all, in the hope of receiving benefit. Some are cured, for there
are honest doctors and intelligent doc;
tors. But often they fare no better than
the swallower of patent medicine, one
drug after another being tried without
permanent relief.
Many put their trust in Christian Scientists, in magnetic healers, in faithcurists, in quacks, and what not. These
all overlook the important fact that every
disease has a, cause, and it is necessary
to remove the cause 'before the cure can
be effected.
If your stove is filled with clinkers and
ashes and your chimney with soot,' you
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do not waste your time with some patent
fire starter; you clean out, and give the
fire a _chance. Many a person is loaded
with clinkers, ashes, and soot, so that his
vital fires burn low, and he perhaps takes
some " bitters " or other stimulant to
whip him up for the time being; but in
the long run these " remedies " only increase the amount of clinkers and ashes.
One reason for the popularity of many
medicines is that they make the user feel
better for the time being. Whisky will
do it; opium will do it; morphin will do
it; many other drugs will do it; but what
a wretched condition these narcotics develop, as a result of their use !
An important part of the education of
every child should be a knowledge of the
causes of disease and how to avoid them.
These principles should be instilled before the child has formed wrong habits;
for, once formed, such habits are difficult
to break. The little one should learn
how to care for his body as soon as he
is able to understand. Compared with
this knowledge, all other learning is
of secondary importance ; for without
health, no matter what his other qualifications may be, one is handicapped in
the battle. Those not fortunate enough
to have such instruction in their youth,
and who, perhaps, are suffering from the
results of wrong habits, should realize
that it is not too late to begin the work
of reformation,— to rebuild the body, to
reconstruct it. The body is being constantly changed, old tissues are breaking
down, and are being replaced by new
tissues formed from the food. By a
proper attention to hygienic living the
body may within certain limits be gradually made over anew. Cornaro was
nearly forty years old when he was given
up by the physicians as a hopeless case ;
yet by careful living he regained his
health, and lived to be more than one
hundred years old. Fletcher was rejected by two insurance. companies as a
bad risk, but he began studying and practising healthful living, and is now known
as a man of unusual power and health.
What others have done you can do.
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All that is necessary is that you shall be
so alert to the importance of regaining
your health that you will at once change
your habits in accordance with physiological laws. Such a change may mean
present sacrifice, but in the end you will
realize a rich reward in increased health
and greater capacity for work.

Prevention of Tuberculosis
common method of transmission
T HEis by
transference of the bacilli
from the sick person to his neighbor by
means of discharges from the lungs and
air-passages ; even particles too small to
be recognized thrown out by the so-called
dry cough may contain the germs of
tuberculosis, says the Journal A. M. A.
The problem is to care for all matter expelled from the mouth and nose of the
tuberculous patient.
To collect the sputum, a metallic cuspidor with an easily opened cover is useful. It should contain water or a fiveper-cent carbolic solution. Smaller cuspidors or cups are necessary for patients
walking about, or the sputum may be
received on pieces of cloth or on paper
napkins. The receptacle containing
these things should be impervious to
moisture, and capable of thorough cleansing and disinfection. All cloths and papers containing sputum should be burned.
If the ordinary handkerchief is used to
receive the discharge, it should be placed
in water before it is allowed to dry, and
should be boiled before being placed with
other laundry articles.
It is impossible to emphasize too
strongly the necessity of the most minute
care to prevent the dissemination of tuberculous discharges. If they fall on the
floor or in the street, they turn to dust,
and become a menace to the healthy.
The feather duster should be forever
banished. Ordinary sweeping with a
broom should not be,undertaken without
special precaution to prevent dust. Moist
sawdust or newspaper dampened and
torn to pieces answers the purpose. Fat
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better than the broom is the vacuum
cleaner.
One of the most important problems
is to raise the vitality and resistance powers of those who by heredity are predisposed to tuberculosis; for there is such
a wide dissemination of the bacillus that
all must come in contact with it. But
those who are sufficiently strong will easily resist an ordinary attack of this kind.
It is necessary to caution against the
use of alcoholic drinks. Many believe
these beverages to have a tonic effect and
to be useful to those predisposed to tuberculosis. The opposite is true, and the
fact is that those who are not robust
are better off without an alcoholic regime.
To increase the resistance in children,
select homes with reference to fresh air.
I f necessary to live in the city, live in the
less populous part of town. Avoid darkroomed tenements.
All sleeping-rooms should open outdoors. No bedroom should be occupied
by more than two persons, and preferably
every person should have a separate bed.
Windows should be open at night. Infants, as well as adults, require fresh air,
but they must be gradually accustomed to
cold air. If a strong cold wind is blowing, the window should be partly closed,
or a screen be placed in front of it.
Delicate children should not be sent
to school too young, nor confined for
long hours. They should be encouraged
to be out in the air, and to engage in
active but not violent play. They should
have longer sleep hours than robust children. Ten hours are none too many for
children from five to ten years of age.
Growing children, especially weak children, should be fed regularly. The food
should be varied, nutritious, and digestible. Milk is important. Eggs are useful, but should not be given too frequently. It is necessary to avoid an
excess of pie, cake, and candy. Children
should be taught to eat fruit and vegetables, and protein loods, and especially
foods containing fats.
The upper air-passages of children
should be examined to see whether there

is ready access of air to the lungs. Irregularities of the nose, hypertrophies,
polypi, or adenoids may interfere with
the breathing.
The use of high collars or very tight
collars or corsets may interfere with respiration sufficiently to predispose to tuberculosis. The clothing should be warm
enough to serve as a protection, and loose
enough to permit free breathing.
Postponing Old Age
LD age comes to every one sooner or
later, provided accident or disease
does not anticipate it; but it comes to
some much sooner than to others. A
man may suffer from the effects of old
age at fifty, or because of a rugged body
and a discreet life, these effects may be
postponed until eighty, says Dr. J. L.
Wolfe, in the Medical Summary. Old
age is often produced by hardships, dissipation, and exposure in early life. To
quote : —

0

" When man reaches the zenith of his physical existence, he does not stand a perfect
physical man, but already a hereditary predisposition, or the struggle of life for an
existence, or habit of vice, has laid the hand
of decay upon some one or more organs of his
system, so that he starts down the declivity
of his existence under disadvantages. Until
the climax of physical existence is reached,
the natural tendencies of the organism is to
combat disease ; but as soon as the point is
reached, conditions change, a retrograde process is begun, and as life recedes and vitality
diminishes, Just in the same proportion does
the body lose its power of resistance."
The time to prepare for a ripe old age
is during youth. The young man who
squanders his physical resources just because he seems to have enough and to
spare, will come to the time, if his life
is not cut short suddenly by disease or
accident, when he will realize that he '
must go slowly. He will then be compelled to cut off this indulgence and break
off that habit. But he finds his life so
miserable without these lifelong " solaces " that his resolves amount to nothing, and he finally decides to die as comfortably as possible if he does die early.
His indulgences have mastered him.
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As Dr. Wolfe says : " In that perilous
time of life, youth and young manhood,
the foundation for a long and healthy life
must be laid ; but how disproportionately
large the majority who strand at this
stage of life ! "
Is this not a reflection on home training and our educational systems? What
more valuable education could be given
young men and young women than to
enable them so to sense the importance
of health conservation that they will not
enter into any of the many hurtful youthful indulgences?
To Bathe, or Not to Bathe?
HY, bathe, of course! the oftener
the better." But over in England,
where, according to the Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette, frequent bathing is a part
of the national religion, Sir Almroth advised " against washing, fresh air, and
physical exercise — three things which
have gone into the making of the mighty
Briton."
The general belief is that by bathing
we wash off the microbes, but according
to Sir Almroth " we can bathe off a certain amount of microbes, but we also destroy the protective skin that is all around
our bodies like the tiles of a house. When
one has a horny hand, no microbes can
ever get near the skin. A great deal of
washing increases the microbes of the
skin, so I do not think cleanliness is to
be recommended as a hygienic method."
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In comment on the learned knight's
views, the Gazette, after reminding us
that the great majority of mankind do
not bathe, or at least only about as frequently as the man who proudly boasted
that he bathed every fourth of July
whether he needed it or not, and that
frequent bathing, even where it is now
most in vogue, is a matter of the last
generation, refers to Simon Baruch, the
greatest apostle of hydrotherapy in this
country, who advocates the warm bath
(95-105° F.) for ten to twenty minutes
for the healthy person.
Dr. Baruch does not admit that bathing opens the pores of the skin. What it
does is to keep the delicate skin muscles,
which have so much to do with reactive
power, in a healthy condition.
We think, however, that aside from
this bath for cleanliness and luxury, Dr.
Baruch would always advise, as a tonic
measure even for the consumptive, some
form of quick cool bath, whether a
douche in a well-equipped institution, or
a simple spray, or the emptying of a
sponge of cool water over the shoulder
while the patient stands in a tub of warm
water, to be followed by friction until the
skin is aglow. One who accustoms himself to some form of cool spray after his
warm bath is giving to the skin muscles
an excellent course of gymnastics, which
prepares them the better to resist sudden
changes in the weather. One who takes
cool sprays is not so liable to colds.
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IS THERE A PRESENT TRUTH IN HYGIENE?
OR each locality, for each period, certain procedures are of such vital
importance that all others pale in significance.
When " we " undertook the construction of the Panama Canal, the
first great question to decide was, Shall man or mosquito run the isthmus? The
question was decided in favor of man; the mosquito went; the canal was built.
No matter how much might have been done in the way of general hygiene,—
food, exercise, clothing, and the like,— if that one question of the mosquito had
been left unsettled, the canal would never have been built.
If man could have built a canal alongside mosquitoes, the French would
have done it ; for they lacked not a whit of energy and resources.
Man or mosquito had to be master on the isthmus. Not that the mosquito
is necessarily fatal to man. But a certain species, if infected, transmits yellow
fever, while other species transmit malaria.
Of
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You can not say to a man, " If you abstain from beer, you will not have
yellow fever; if you do not smoke, you will not get malaria." It does not work
that way. The prime thing, then, in certain localities is the avoidance of certain
insects. This includes the use of insecticides, screening, protection of infected
patients, protection of drinking water, draining of swamps, and an immense
amount of detail work.
KC 9V 9V

In another region the "first commandment " of the health decalogue is to
get rid and keep rid of the hookworm.
All else is secondary. For with hookworm infection, the inhabitants are
too lazy, too shiftless, too helpless to take care of themselves or earn a halfdecent living.
Where the- hookworm is in control, there may be several generations who have
grown up without having seen the inside of the school — poor, miserable creatures more dead than alive. What good would general hygiene do for these until
they are rid of their hookworms ?
If, on the other hand, they are rid of the hookworm, they gradually regain
self-respect, and strength of body and mind; and if the process has not gone
too far or too long, they may become quite normal.
sV
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In many places typhoid fever is a real and ever-present menace, and the first
thing in order is to take means to prevent its spread.
Again, in certain districts, especially in congested districts, there is the tuberculosis problem looming up above everything else.
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Plague infection must be guarded against in other sections, formerly our
Pacific Coast cities, but now also in the East, and " Swat the Rat " may for the
time be the all-important slogan.
5V 5V Of
There is no question that thoroughly carrying out preventive measures for
any one of these or of other diseases, not only lessens the danger from the disease in question, but from other diseases as well.
That is to say, any special campaign in hygiene must have a good effect on
the general health.
But observance of the general rules of diet, exercise, etc., may not have the
least effect on some local condition, provided the mosquitoes, flies, hookworms,
etc., are neglected.
941

It would seem, then, that the emphasis of teachers of hygiene should be laid
on those measures which at the time or place are of first importance.
They should cry aloud and spare not, until the entire community is aroused
regarding the matter of greatest danger ; and then, after the ball is rolling as to
the main issue, they can follow with instruction as to the details of general hygiene.

THE ROLE OF MINERAL SALTS
and complacently we have elaborated our dietetic systems, based
S MUGLY
largely on the proportion of the organic elements of the food,— protein,
carbohydrate, and fat,— contenting ourselves, as regards the mineral constituents, with the thought that these are less important, or if they are important,
that we probably obtain sufficient of the various salts from any mixed dietary.
Anyhow we did not know much about the salts, and we did not worry about
them. We were satisfied if the food contained a certain minimum of protein and
fat, and sufficient carbohydrate to yield a certain number of calories, according
to the weight, age, etc., of the individual.
It is true there were a few men not recognized in medical circles, who emphasized the importance of a proper balance of the mineral salts ; but all such
teaching was practically unheeded.
4V Of 'IV

Recently there has been a cry raised in widely separated localities and as regards very different diseases, that these diseases are made possible, or at least
greatly favored, by the absence in the tissues of certain minerals or by the preponderance of others.
When we have a simultaneous cry by such men as Russell and Van Giesen,
that tuberculosis is caused, partly at least, by lime starvation ; by Horace Packard,
that cancer is caused or favored by the lack of certain mineral salts; by Aulde,
that acute and chronic non-infectious skin diseases arc due to a lack of lime
in the system, and a consequent deposit of magnesium in certain of the tissues,—
when, in accordance, with these theories, these men have treated patients with
gratifying results, it is time our physiological chemists should make an exhaustive
study into the role of the various mineral food salts in human nutrition.
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If some of us are sick because our foods lack certain salts, or because we do
not properly assimilate them, we ought to know it.
It is a notorious fact that meats are not all-round foods. They do not contain the bone-making material. Certain of the salts found largely in the blood
and bones are practically absent in the meats.
White flour is practically robbed of its mineral salt, as are potatoes, when
peeled and boiled.
Many other vegetables are so cooked that the important mineral salts are
thrown away with the water in which they are parboiled.
Flesh-meats, white flpur, and boiled-out vegetables !
9V
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Is it, any wonder that a raw-food propaganda, which has nothing to recommend it except that it retains these mineral salts, has had such excellent results
in certain cases?
Is it any wonder that Dr. Bulkley had marvelous success in certain skin
affections by dropping the old meat dietary?
Can we be surprised that the prevalence of cancer has apparently increased
proportionately with the increase in the eating of meat (and white bread) ?
Can we wonder that physicians have found in the dietetic treatment of tuberculosis that milk and eggs (rich in lime) are superior to meat (poor in lime) ?
Perhaps .some day we shall fully realize that the proportion of lime, magnesium, iron, etc., in our foods is as important as the proportion of proteins, fats,
and carbohydrates, possibly even more so.
But why has not the human race run into the ground long ago if this
be a fact ?
9.-V IV 91
The answer is simple : It is only recently that we have to a large extent eaten
such mineral-poor foods as white bread, boiled-out vegetables, and meat.
The consumption of these articles has greatly increased within the last generation. Are we now paying the penalty ?
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An Argument
Against the
Saloon

.,
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DR. REID, in " The

Principles of Heredity," a work which
treats of alcohol as having a mission to
uplift the race by weeding out the unfit
(see Book Notices, in this issue), says
some things which to the person who is
not entirely given over to the idea of
sacrificing the individual for the race,
should be a strong argument against the
licensing of liquor stores. Dr. Reid says,
on page 193 : —
" The truth is that most men and women
who drink at all and can afford it take
alcohol more in proportion to their desires
than in proportion to their lack of self-control.
One may observe this every day at dinner.
As a rule, the people one meets there are
manifestly not under the influence of strong
temptation. They take as much alcohol as
they are inclined to. More would be unpleasant, or at least, not very pleasant to them.
Indeed, it is hardly possible for a man who
is tempted by alcohol to be a moderate drinker.
The human will is not strong enough to resist
a passion so overmastering when it is continually fed by small indulgences. Such men
must, as a rule, be drunkards or total abstainers."

Some will say : " The good of the race
demands that these weak ones be sacrificed on the altar of alcohol so that they
and their progeny may finally perish. To
shield them from alcohol is to perpetuate
a race of weaklings."
But those who believe we have a duty
to the weakling as well as to the race will
say that this class of men, with their
strong passion for alcohol, should not
be in an environment where, in order to
increase the revenue of the government,
they have the liquor constantly within
reach.
his book " The
Principles of Heredity," G. Archdall Reid gives three reasons
why men drink, the first of which is to
satisfy thirst. " When possible," says
Motives for
Drinking

IN

Reid, " they flavor the water in various
ways, as with tea, coffee, or alcohol."
It is possible, of course, that these substances are used as " flavors," but far
more probable that they are used as stimulants ; that is, for their actual or apparent stimulating action, or in some
cases for their benumbing effect. It is
a significant fact that we find savage and
civilized man in all parts of the earth —
nations so far separated that it is not
likely that the practise of one was borrowed from another — using for beverages, tea, coffee, cocoa, and mate, also
cola, all of which contain caffein, or its
equivalent, a stimulant of the cerebrospinal centers. How these peoples,
widely separated, found in plants so
varied in nature this identical drug, and
made use of it as a beverage, is a mystery.
The taste, undisguised, of these beverages is often rather unpleasant, at least
until a taste is acquired ; and they are
not at all similar. Were they chosen because of the taste, or because of the effect upon the nervous system ? — We
think undoubtedly the latter.
Give a habitual coffee user a cup or
two of water for breakfast, instead of his
coffee, and he will afterward feel the
need of something. He will, in fact, if
he is a confirmed coffee user, feel about
as " gone up as if he had missed a
meal or two. The coffee acts as a
" bracer " or " pick-me-up." One who
thinks it is simply a quencher of thirst
with something added to improve the
flavor deceives himself.
A Limited List
of Drugs

IV
THE practise of med-

icine — at least with
discerning physicians — is not synonymous with the practise of indiscriminate
drugging. Under the above heading, the
Journal of the American Medical Asso541
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ciation has an article on the folly of an
overloaded pharmacopoeia, in which is
the following expression
" While there are still some physicians who
are impressed by the folk-lore and mystery of
drugs, and others who are hypnotized by the
smoothly worded claims for complex shotgun
proprietaries, the vast majority of practitioners
pin their faith to a comparatively small number.
And the longer a physician is in practise, the
smaller is the number of drugs he uses, and
the better he is acquainted with them."

And some, like Osler, get down to
four or even less, and then depend largely
on other agencies.
Why Use Drugs? THE Medical Summary, after giving a list of twenty-five
different remedies used for dandruff,
falling hair, etc., makes the following
comment : —
" We would give more, but rather begrudge
the space. The moral to this is quite obvious :
We are using so many things that are rubbish.
Somebody said rattlesnake oil was `good for'
rheumatism, or that grape-vine ashes would
cure .piles, and we take it for granted. Our
therapeutics is in a chaotic state. That is
one reason why we have drug nihilists. Let
us pitch out a lot of our worthless remedies,
and instead of having so many drugs indicated
for one ailment have one or two that we really
know something about."

And yet, after it has said all this, it says,
" Let us not lose faith in drugs." The
fact is many physicians have lost faith
in drugs, and simply use them because
they know that patients will not be satisfied unless they get something in a bottle. At best, we know very little about
the action of drugs, and we are learning
more and more that it is wiser to prevent
disease than to wait until it is necessary
to attempt a cure.
NOT infrequently lay
papers give some excellent advice regarding the treatment of
disease. The following statement from
the Youth's Companion is quite significant : —
Drugs in
Hea lache

" It may be said, with little fear of contradiction from those who know the facts, that
if a cast-iron law forbidding the use of any
drug- whatever in the treatment of headache
could be enacted and enforced, there would

be much less misery for the coming generation
than there is for this."

The same article suggests the advisability of always consulting a physician in
case of headache, because the headache
may be due to any one of quite a number
of diverse causes, and to treat a headache caused, for instance, by eye strain,
in the same way you would treat a headache caused by an overloaded stomach,
would be extremely irrational, and do
more harm than good.
When one has a headache, there is
some cause back of it, and the first and
most important procedure is to learn the
cause and get rid of it. To attempt to
fool the nerves by means of some hypnotic or narcotic is exceedingly unwise.
To show that learning
and position and long
experience do not take the place of
brains, I give a quotation from a surgeon
of the Public Health Service, who for
five years has been an inspector of immigrants at Ellis Island. In a recent article in which he is discussing the causes
for the physical inferiority of certain European races, he says : —
" The Irish from the country are even more
Theory
Versus Fact

poorly developed than those from the cities.
This may be due to the fact that in the country they live almost entirely on vegetables,
consuming very little fresh meats. Fresh
meats are absolutely necessary to muscle building ( !), even though vegetarians claim the
contrary and cite instances of athletes accomplishing athletic feats on a vegetarian diet.
Those persons are the exception and not the
average. Besides, the ordinary labors of life,
especially of the poor people, are far more
exacting and arduous than the most difficult
of athletic feats ( !)."

What do you think of that? He is
absolutely blind to the fact that the horse,
and especially the gorilla with its manlike anatomy, can, by eating plant-food,
develop muscles that could tear the poor
doctor in a jiffy.
Blind to the fact, when he is discussing
vegetarian races, that he is discussing
peoples who have a large number of other
antecedents that may explain their inferiority — bad housing, total lack of
protein, inbreeding, malaria (the Greeks,

AS WE SEE IT
for instance), crossing with inferior
races, and the like.
Blind to the fact that meat is not the
only available source of good, digestible
protein.
Blind to the fact that there have been
a very considerable number of endurance
tests in which every vegetarian outclassed
every meat-eater in the test! Are these
all coincidences? are they all " exceptions "? or are we justified in charging
the learned doctor with being so obsessed with a theory that he can not look
opposing facts squarely in the face?
This is not written in order to make
a plea for vegetarianism, or to advise
any one to live on nuts and fruits and
cabbages, but it is a protest against a
man, in the face of modern knowledge,
making the statement that " fresh meats
are absolutely necessary to muscle building." The statement has never been
proved, and is not likely to be proved.
The opposing facts are too numerous.
Right in the journal containing this article is the following editorial comment: —
" There is a growing belief in the strong
tendency of the organism to maintain a con:
stancy of ultimate chemical structure independent of variations in the nature of the
proteins injected."

Flesh-meat needed to make muscle, indeed ! Go back to school, Doctor, and
read up.
IV

IT is only comparaImportance
of Dietetics
tively recently that
dietetics has had a due share of attention
from physicians, and naturally so, for
the schools have taught practically•nothing about dietetics. The ordinary physician, when he was graduated, knew as
much about dietetics as a child does
about algebra. He was taught disease,
and he was taught drugs and all that, but
not hygiene and dietetics. It is true the
colleges are doing a little better now.
But those who are authorities on dietetics
obtained their knowledge outside the
walls of the medical college.
Here is a statement from the Journal
of the American Medical Association by
Dr. Boardman Reid, who has given con-
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siderable attention to dietetics ; and I
happen to know that practically all he
knows of the subject he obtained after
graduation : —
" The diet in most chronic affections is a
factor of the greatest consequence. A more
thorough study of dietetics would immensely
improve the therapeutics of the average practitioner of whatever school or system.
" The modern exact methods in the diagnosis and treatment of gastro-enteric affections
should receive more attention in our medical
colleges. If every practitioner were required
to master them, or not having done so, would
seek help from specialists in that line, not
only in his frankly stubborn abdominal cases,
but also in countless other obscure affections,
he would very often be helped sooner to find
the key that would solve the difficulty and
obviate a harmful prolonged dependence on
hypnotics or other inappropriate drugs."

The subjects that he rightly says physicians should be required to master, he
mastered after he left college. It is true
the colleges are doing better along this
line, and that gradually we are coming to
treat disease rationally, and to teach rationally the treatment of disease.
DR. L. D. FIELD, in
the Medical Summary, gives the following suggestions regarding the prevention of tuberculosis, which, if heeded,
would doubtless do much to lessen the
incidence of this disease : —

Fresh Air
Preventive of
Tuberculosis

" Those who are in easy circumstances, and
those who follow, sedentary employment, especially indoors, use their lungs but little, breathe
but little pure air, and thus, independently of
positions, contract a wretchedly small chest,
and lay the foundation for loss of health and
strength. All this can be obviated by a little
attention to the manner of breathing. The
lungs can be expanded to double their size or
capacity with perfect safety, and thereby give
a splendid chest, and give immunity to so
much lung disease. The agent to banish this
dread scourge of tuberculosis is the pure air
we should breathe. It is the only sure preventive required. There should be no obstacle
external to the chest to impede the free inspiration of plenty of pure air. On arising in the
morning, place yourself in an erect posture,
with your head thrown back, and your shoulders brought together as near as possible, then
inhale as much air as the lungs can possibly
hold, hold it awhile, and keep up such practise
for some time. Do this every morning."
Of course we know that there are
many factors in the production of tuber-
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culosis. Bad housing, impure air, insufficient food, and a number of others contribute to this result. The simple use
of this breathing method, with no other,
doubtless would not be so efficient in the
prevention of tuberculosis as if it were
used in connection with other rational
preventive methods. On the other hand,
one living an outdoor life is not obtaining
the greatest possible benefit, provided he
breathes shallow and uses only a small
portion of the lungs.
It has been known for some time that
those portions of the lungs that have the
least motion, are the first and most frequent to be attacked by the tubercle bacillus. Undoubtedly if we all utilized the
entire lung so as to keep every part
thoroughly flushed with fresh blood,
there would be very much less tuberculosis.
WILBUR WRIGHT escaped the dangers of
aerial navigation, to be taken years before his time by — typhoid! The editor
of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal thinks, and perhaps rightly, that the
foresight that avoided an accident in
flight might have avoided the accidental
typhoid infection. To quote : —
Typhoid Versus
Flying-Machine

" Wilbur Wright survived the professional
risks of the occupation by judicious employ-

J

ment of the wise discretion which is the better
part of all courage. It is unfortunate that he
should not equally have adopted a safeguarding
precaution which modern medical science has
placed within the reach of all."

The reference is to the use of antityphoid inoculation, which has proved to
be harmless, and an absolute protective
against typhoid fever in a large percentage of cases.
Menthol
Gone Bad

MENTHOL has long
been a popular household remedy in this country, but especially in France. Recently Dr. Leroux
has shown in a convincing manner, by
the citation of case after case, that the
remedy is dangerous. He condemns its
use with children under three, advises its
most cautious use up to the age of seven,
and considers it unsafe to use at any
age in stronger concentration than one
per cent. The Paris correspondent of the
Boston Medical and' Surgical Journal,
who gives this information, makes the
following comment : —
" The downfall of such a popular household
remedy as menthol will make me more circumspect than ever in my therapeutics. How,
after this, can we be sure lest danger be lurking
in things apparently the safest?"

And yet people will eagerly take•anything that comes in a bottle, even though
it be put up by a concern whose only aim
is to amass wealth.

11it MIN

nEALING

THE WASHINGTON DISPENSARY
Mrs. J. L. McElhany

HE city of Washington is one
of the most beautiful cities in
the world. By some it is considered the most beautiful.
The wide streets, bordered on. either side
with stately trees, the broad avenues in
front of palatial homes, all give one the
impression that he is in a beautiful park
rather than a city. Many do not know
that there is anything in this fair city
to mar its beauty ; but on taking a streetcar and riding but a few minutes down
Four-and-a-half Street, one is led to exclaim, " What a change ! What wretchedness ! " for instead of the well-built
houses seen a few moments before, there
are the tenement-houses, so crowded together as to make living in them seem
worse than a prison. It is mockery to
call them homes. A description of the
interior of one of these places of abode
will suffice for all.
A knock at the door brings the response, " Come in," and we enter. At
first it is so dark that we have to feel our
way along until our eyes grow accustomed to the dim light, and slowly different objects in the room open before our
vision. In the corner of the front part
of the room is a bed covered with ragged,
old-fashioned pieced quilts. A broken
chair or two, some boxes, the remains
of some cheap pictures on the wall, are
about all there is in this part of the room.
In the back part the dim light from one
very small window shows us a stove, a
table, and another bed. The few cooking
utensils and clothing hang on the wall.
There is no means of ventilation except
through the door and small window,
which are invariably closed.

After standing a moment waiting to
see more distinctly, we can see the form
of an aged person sitting in a chair, and
soon notice that she is blind. Another
elderly woman is cooking the evening
meal. A slight cough from the corner
of the room where the bed is, attracts
our attention, and there we see a little
child wrapped warmly in bundles of
rags. The little helpless thing is burning
with fever. The room is foul with odors,
and very warm from a fire in the stove,
and yet the child is kept swaddled in
warm rags. On examination, he is found
to have pneumonia. Here in this one
small, unventilated room, so small that
there is scarcely room to get around between the articles of furniture, live a
family of five. This is only one of many
such places. Some are even more, repellent than the one described.
In Christ's ministry upon earth we find
him always working and walking among
the needy and suffering. Day by day
he might have been seen entering just
such abodes of want and sorrow as the
one described above ; and wherever he
went, he carried blessing. He did this
that he might leave us an example, that
we " should follow his steps."
It was because of the great need of
the people in this part of Washington,
and the desire to walk in the Master's
footsteps, that a dispensary was opened
on Four-and-a-half Street. This is not
an ordinary dispensary ; for those who
work in connection with it are filled with
a yearning love for all those who come
to them for help. Not alone do they
desire to minister to their physical needs ;
but they also seek to point them to the
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Great Physician and their need of finding While the vaccination is being performed, a nurse kindly attracts his atcomfort in his love.
Physicians are in attendance at the dis- tention by questioning about the little
pensary every day from I to 2: 30 P. M., things a child likes to tell, and when it is
to give attention to those who are in need over, he says it did not hurt him at all.
of special help. The dispensary is open Another child is found to have a number
all the time, with competent nurses in of ringworms. One woman has a severe
charge. In addition to this, there are sore throat. Some need treatments that
can be given in the
two graduate nurses
office, others a r e
who visit the
found to be in such
homes, give treata condition that they
ments, and minister
must return home
to the needs of
and remain in bed,
those who are unable to go to the disa n d the visiting
nurses will go to
pensary. These
them and care for
nurses, as they go
about the streets in
them in their homes.
their uniforms, are
Some with most
looked upon by all
loathsome diseases
in that district as
come in the hope of
friends and comgetting relief. All
fort-bearers. In
are treated with
gentl e, Christlike
many homes, where
they have brought
kindness. Remarkable cures have been
peace, comfort, and
relief, they are welmade, with the recomed with delight.
sult that the people
Of ten they are
are filled with conficalled out in the
dence in the work
night to render aid
there, and with love
that should be given
for the workers, and
by a physician, but
many are so gratewhich must be given
ful that they try to
before a physician BABY BORN IN ALLEY, AND SAVED BY
manifest their gratican arrive. In this
t u d e in different
DISPENSARY
way they have saved
ways. No one who
the lives of their patients. These nurses visits the dispensary can doubt that true
are out all day ministering to the needy love for suffering humanity, self-sacrifice,
and suffering.
and Christlike devotion exist there among
It is most interesting to see the room • the workers in a marked degree.
fill with patients at the hour when the
The good that can be accomplished by
physicians are present. As many as the medical missionary is inestimable.
twenty-eight patients have been examined One of the special functions of this disand treated, during the hour and a half. pensary is to assist in training medical
One after another they file into the missionaries for other needy fields. Aloffice where they are prepared by the ready some of these workers are under
nurses for examination. A little boy appointment for South America, India,
comes in to be vaccinated, his face and other lands.
blanched with fear over the ordeal.
Takonia Park. D. C.

THE DICALM15510NAPY
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AMONG THE INDIANS IN PERU
F. A. Stahl
[In appealing for help among the Indians at Puno, Peru, Brother F. A. Stahl, our missionary among them, gives us a little insight into some of the every-day experiences which
are sure to come, and which must be reckoned with in undertaking work among these
neglected people in the wilds of the mountains. His letter was delayed, having been written
the latter part of September, tott.—ED.]

E have been here now more than
two months. The people come
to us iii crowds, and needy ones
they are. We treat them, hold
meetings with them, and go to their homes
and help them there. But many a time
the case is a helpless one, nothing can be
done, as in the case of black smallpox.
In such cases we smooth the brow of the
sick one, perhaps wash it with cool water,
fix up the bed the best we can, then call
the family together, and with the hand
of the sick one in ours, pray for them
and talk kindly to them. This has never
failed to make friends.
It is a blessed work. One does not
feel tired until the day is over. But we
need help, for there are other needy districts. It is a fight of faith. It would be
difficult to exaggerate the hardships.
The climate is bleak and dreary ; there
are no trees, and very little vegetation ;
the winds are cold ; and when it rains,
which it does quite often without any
warning, the rain is accompanied by a
fierce wind, so that when it strikes the
face it feels like hail. The food is of
the very plainest.
Another trial to the foreigner is the
louse, a very small insect which causes
much inconvenience. The Indian's skin
is much tougher than the white man's,
and he does not seem to mind this little
insect so much ; but on us the lice leave a
track of fire. One is never without them,
no matter how often his clothes are
changed. If a person is going to mingle
with the people, as he must to reach

them, this is one of the things he has
to contend with. Perhaps in time we
shall find something that will serve to
keep them off us.
We can not keep the people out of
our house altogether, as they feel that
we belong to them ; nor do we wish to.
It does us good to have them come to us.
When we have a few more rooms, their
coming will not inconvenience us so
much. As it is now,
• we are living in one
room. And one must not complain when
the dinner is not ready, as a woman's
work here is with the people also. This,
too, may be changed for the better when
we are able to train some of our good
people to help in this work. But just
now these things must be met as they
are.
I am not writing this to complain, but
because I believe that any workers who
are sent here ought to be told that there
are real hardships to meet, and that there
is nothing romantic about the work. On
the other hand, blessings are in store for
the faithful missionary, who rejoices to
see God's guiding hand, and his protection manifest in many ways. He sees
the people turn to the true God. He
hears their words of prayer and praise
to God. The blessings are far more
than the hardships; but one must look
for them and acknowledge them. Even
some of the hardships have good in them.
I have come to the place where I look
for the good.
Our first testimony meeting here was
a blessed experience. Many arose awl
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told how thankful they were that they
were healed. One man who is more than
ninety years of age took off his'hat (as
the meetings are held in the open air, I
ask them to keep their hats on during the
speaking, but to uncover their heads
when prayer is offered), and lifting up
his face said, " I thank the God of heaven
and earth for the hope in the great beyond. I thank him for what my ears
have heard about his Word. Blessed be
his name! My days are few upon this
earth, but I have a joy in my heart of
meeting you in the new earth." To see
that face so expressive of thankfulness
was worth a great deal.
The following week we held our first
prayer-meeting. There was a large attendance, and we had a good meeting.
Voices trembled as they prayed for the
first time in public. I explained how
prayer is the " key to unlock Heayen's
storehouse." Now they ask me, " Will
this be every ,week ? " and when I tell
them, " Yes," they are happy. We have
singing on Sunday' night,. and prayermeeting on Wednesday. These serve to
hold the people together. The Lord willing, we shall hold our first quarterly
meeting in October. We are looking for
a blessed time.
Our Sabbath meetings are smaller on
account of the persecution ; but this will
not always continue. We may have some
trouble with the authorities soon, but God
will give us the victory, I feel sure.
They say that we are against the religion
of the country, and that we are breaking
the law, and they tell the people so. But
I tell them that we are not breaking the
law of Peru ; that Peru is a good country,
and I think a just one; that as for the
religion that is taught, the teachers are
not teaching the religion as I feel sure
Peru would wish it, if it were understood. In the first place, I tell them we
are teaching what the Catholic Bible
says (I always have one with me). Then
I ask them, " Do you know that Jesus
is coming to this earth again, and that

soon, in our time; and that the great day
of God is at hand?" They, of course,
say, " No, we do not." And without
exception they become much interested.
" Why," I ask, " have not your teachers,
your shepherds, told you of this ? Do
you want the Saviour to come and find
you unprepared for this great event?"
I let it be known that we are calling
the attention of the people to the great
truths of God's Word, which the present
teachers are failing to do, and that they
ought to be thankful for being enlightened as to their awful peril ; that we are
not against any one, only God would
deal hard with us if we did not try to
help our brothers, and .that we should
be glad to have the priests teach the
people these things that they claim to
know. You can readily see that we have
the best of it all the way, and I believe
God will help us to give the message to
this people.
I have been careful not to mix in the
political affairs of the country. In towns
and villages traps have been set, but I
have always said that I was too busy
taking care of the sick, and that as I was
a stranger in the country, I knew very
little about these things ; that I was here
to help all, and could not take sides.
I have been hit with stones ; but I am
sure those who threw them did not know
any better. I was starting out to attend
a sick man, one of the best men of a certain village, and as I mounted my mule,
I was hit.
People were waiting for me, but I
did not run. I told them that they
surely ought to be ashamed of themselves
to do thus when I, was there to do them
good, and went in answer to a call of
sickness. I feel sure that some do regret
it; for people from that very village have
come to me away out here for medicine.
Just think ! no medical help within miles
for these people!
We had a very large gathering to-day.
But I must close. We thank you for
your prayers in our behalf.

•
•

THE editor can not treat patients by mail. Those who are seriously ill need the services of a physician
to make a personal examination and watch the progress of the case. But he will, in reply to questions sent
in by subscribers, give promptly by mail brief general directions or state healthful principles on the following
conditions: —
r. That questions are written on a separate sheet addressed to the editor, and not mixed in with business
matters.
2. Thp.t they are legible and to the point.
3. That the request is accompanied by return postage.
In sending in questions, please state that you are a subscriber, or a regular purchaser from one of our
agents; or if you are not, accompany your queries with the price of a subscription to LIFE AND HEALTH.
This service is not extended to those who are not regular readers.
Such questions as are of general interest will, after being answered by mail, also be answered in this
department.

Indigestion.—" As a result of eating the
wrong kinds of food, when I get a cold
my complexion changes, my eyes become yellow, and I become depressed and weak ;
and if I take a purgative, the yellowness in
my eyes increases. Hygienic treatment has
not seemed to relieve my trouble thus far.
I have taken more or less purgatives with
very little effect. Nuts disagree with me.
Kindly direct as to my diet and treatment,
and give me information regarding the use
of buttermilk."
In the first place, I would suggest that you
would better be under the care of a physician
who understands your case. As a temporary
expedient, I would suggest the following : —
Instead of using purgatives, take a glass of
water each morning, in which you have put
a handful of bran. Drink very freely of water,
with a little lemon-juice in it if you like, but
preferably without sugar. Take more exercise,
especially such as will bring your trunk muscles into action, as for instance, a daily horseback ride, or a boat ride, in which you use
oars or paddle. If you can not do this, spend
ten or fifteen minutes each morning in taking
breathing exercises, with side bending and side
twisting. Bend slowly, first to the right and
then to the left, just as far as you can make
your body go ; then standing with the feet
square on the floor with arms outstretched,
twist first to the right and then to the left
as far as you can. Repeat this about ten times.
Then standing on the floor with hands to the
sides, raise the hands square over the head,
rise on tiptoes and bend forward until the
fingers touch the floor, or come as near to it
as you can, without bending the knees; then
rise to the erect position, and repeat this several times. During these exercises you should
practise deep breathing. Wear a cold girdle
at night as described in this issue by Dr. Abbott.
It would be difficult to give any directions
regarding sour milk or buttermilk, as there
are so many different varieties. Of these
preparations none perhaps, in America. have
the regular Bulgarian germ, yet some of them

have a good effect in certain cases. All I can
suggest to you is to try various preparations
until you find one that agrees with you.

Worms.—" My little girl of five recently
passed a long white worm. Is it likely
there are more? Ought I to give her worm
medicine, or is there other treatment? I
thought these were caused by too much
sugar and sweets of various kinds, but she
has never had candy, cake, etc., except on a
few rare occasions, and scarcely any sugar."
There is every possibility that there are more
worms of the same kind, and she ought to have
proper. treatment. I would not trust to any
proprietary or patent medicine, but put her
into the hands of a conscientious physician
who will doubtless give her santonin, the substance that is most effective with this worm.
A substance that will poison worms is apt
to be not altogether harmless to a child, and
it is not safe to take the advertised remedies;
the child should be in charge of a conscientious
physician who will take the necessary precautions.
Worms are not caused by sugar and sweets.
A worm can come into existence only from
some other worm ; in other words, it is a case
of infection. All the sugars and sweets in the
world would not produce worms.
I take it that what you found was one
of the roundworms, something like an angleworm, only larger. If it was a tapeworm,
you probably recovered only one part of the
body, the head remaining to produce more
body. This would require a treatment quite
different from that which is effective for the
roundworm.

Hives.—" Please explain to me what condition leads to the skin eruption called hives.
Is it due to an excess of uric acid in the
system? "
Hives, so far as I know, are usually caused
by the use of some food, such, for instance.
as strawberries. An individual will have what
doctors call an " idiosyncrasy " for a certain
kind of food, and that particular kind of food
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will cause that particular person to have hives
(or some other disturbance), where perhaps
ninety-nine persons out of one hundred would
not be so affected. It is my impression that
usually the food that causes hives is acid in
reaction, but I am doubtful as to whether
uric acid has anything to do with it.
Injuriousness of Drugs.—" Is a formula
consisting of iodid of potash, bloodroot, and
gentian root, in small doses, injurious to
heart or kidneys?"
I do not know that a small quantity of the
prescription you have described would injure
either the heart or the kidneys. However,
the habitual use of this substance, it seems
to me, would not be advisable, unless there
is some condition that is more harmful to the
system than iodid would he, which could be
remedied only by this means.
Any remedy that is strong enough to have
a medicinal effect on the body is always capable
of leaving some injurious effects, and it is a
question as to whether this injury will be
lesser or greater than the disease we are
attempting to combat.
Pain in Ears.—" Please inform me as to
what I should do for slight but annoying
pain in both my ears that comes on occasionally. I have been very careful in my
diet, eating no flesh, fish, fowl, nor fried
food, nor anything cooked in milk.
I have no idea whatever that your diet has
anything to do with the pain in your ears ;
that is, that the pain would be any less if you
lived entirely on cracked wheat, or any more
if you ate chicken. The first thing you ought
to do is to consult an ear specialist and see
if there is any local difficulty in the ear. There
may be something there that should have immediate attention. I doubt if it is anything
that any difference in living would make any
change in, for you certainly have attempted
to live a hygienic life.
I suppose, owing to the fact that you have
to live in hotels, that you are compelled to eat
things that you would not choose if you were
in your own home, yet I hardly think that this
would account for your ear trouble. I am
more inclined to think that it is a local trouble,
and subject only to local treatment, which
would have to be determined after a careful
examination.
Sour-Milk Tablets.—" In the May number
I note what you say about the sour-milk
tablets in America not being good. I have
seen the — tablets highly recommended;
are they not good? Would a person suffering with autointoxication not derive benefit
from them ? "
I think the tablets you mention are not all
that has been claimed for them. A young man

who at one time had the marketing of these
tablets told me himself that because the tablets
did not have a sour taste he had treated them
with commercial lactic acid. There would be
no surer way of killing all the lactic acid
germs in the tablets than this. There is every
evidence that the methods used in preparing
the tablets does not in any way preserve the
pure culture of the real Metchnikoff lactic acid
germ. In fact, Professor Metchnikoff has very
earnestly protested against all statements by
American manufacturers that they have the
germ that he recommends.
I would not say that these tablets would
not do good in some cases, but I am inclined
to think that they have been exploited, just
as have patent medicines, in a way that was
not at all warranted.
Can I Become Taller? —" Am nineteen
years old, and am only five feet five inches
high and weigh one hundred forty-five
pounds. Could you suggest something that
would increase my height ?"
I am not certain of any effective way of
increasing the height. There is a cartilage
company that does a great deal of advertising,
and that offers many testimonials from those
whose height has been increased one, one and
one-half, and two inches, etc. Its method of
working I understand is to increase the cartilage space in the spine, that is, the spaces
between the vertebra, by means of stretching.
I have not examined carefully into this, but
I have noticed that all their testimonials are
from persons who have been taking the treatment only a short time, and I imagine that
perhaps their method gives temporary results
of a most surprising nature. I doubt very
much if the results would be found permanent.
I know of no way to increase the length of the
bones of the leg.
After all, is not this query an example of
frequent observation that the world is divided
into two classes — the fat people who are trying to get lean, and the lean people who are
trying to get fat? If God created the greyhound thin, should he not be contented to be
a greyhound and to be the best possible greyhound? A fat greyhound would be an absurdity. Should not the person who has red
hair be proud of it instead of dyeing it and
trying to make it some other color? Is not
the attempt to alter natural conditions that do
not cause ill health an effort to change the
plans of the Creator?
Regarding your weight, so long as this is
within normal limits and does not tend to
interfere with your health, it seems to me that
you would do better not to attempt to dhange
it. Of course, you will exercise freely and
eat abstemiously, and yet not so abstemiously
as to deprive the system of its proper nutrition.
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The Principles of Heredity, with some applications, by G. Archdall Reid, M. B. F.
R. S. E. Published by Chapman &
Ltd., London.
This is an interesting book in many ways.
The author accepts the Mendelian theory of
heredity, and shows, by the action of disease
on the human race, that the race develops by
the transmission of spontaneous variations,
those who are best adapted to their surroundings, surviving and transmitting their qualities
to their offspring. He shows how, for instance, tuberculosis has, after generations of
contact, produced a race not more susceptible
but less susceptible to the disease. The races
most susceptible to tuberculosis are those, like
the Indians, whose ancestors have never come
in contact with the disease. Measles, which
in civilized communities is a comparatively
mild disease, is a devastating plague when
first introduced among savages.
The chapter on " Bacteria as Empire Builders " develops a line of thought that is particularly interesting, inasmuch as it forms the
basis for a prophecy as to the future course
of nations.
He finds, however, that bacteria are not the
only selective agents, which, by killing off the
unfit, improve the race. He sees in the narcotics, and particularly in alcohol, another
agency, which, like the hardy old fathers who,
in order to insure a more vigorous posterity,
killed off all their puny children, is constantly
making a vigorous selection, and running the
weaker or more susceptible family lines to
the ground.
Dr. Reid, therefore, is rather a friend to
alcohol. Presumably he and his friends can
imbibe without fear of evil consequences, but
the man of less fortunate lineage, in imbibing
so degenerates his stock that his line is extinguished in a few generations at most. If
we catch the reasoning of the learned doctor,
we must conclude that it is the duty of the
neuropath and the psychopath to use alcohol
in order that his line may be obliterated. It
would also seem to be the duty of the more
fortunate man to indulge lest, perchance, there
might be in him some latent taint that should
be smitten by alcohol !
No doubt the doctor's brilliant argument is
hailed with delight by the class who enjoy
this form of indulgence, and by that other
class who derive their revenue by catering to
the weaknesses of the race.
In these days when alcohol is receiving from
the exnerimental laboratory one knock-out
blow after another, it needs some one to champion its cause, if even on the theory that it is
useful as a weeder-out of the unfit.
Though he believes that alcohol, like bacteria,
improves the race, he recognizes that it is a

very destructive force with the individual. He
quotes the figures of the registrar-general of
England, who announces that (26/Too of 1%)
.26% of the total deaths of England are caused
by alcohol, and continues : " But in this particular his returns are worthless. For very
obvious reasons ` alcoholism' is very seldom
introduced into a British death certificate. Physicians generally prefer to mention the immediate cause of death — cirrhosis of the liver
or kidney, or disease of the nervous or vascular system, or what not." He finds in
Switzerland, where the death certificate is a
secret official document, handed not to the
family but to the registrar, the percentage of
deaths directly due to alcohol is 2.47, nearly
ten times as much as in England. Then with
deaths due indirectly to alcohol the official
record of Switzerland announces a total of
io%. Dr. Reid says in comment: " Even to%
hardly conveys an adequate idea of the truth.
In many cases when death is accelerated by
alcohol the medical attendant can have no
suspicion of the fact. It is notorious that
indulgence in alcohol weakens the general powers of resisting disease and injury. The statistics of insurance and friendly societies
clearly demonstrate that abstainers on the average live longer than non-abstainers." And
much more he gives in proof of the ravages
of alcohol. It is from the very fact that it
has such a deadening influence on the individual that Dr. Reid believes it acts as an improver of the race.
Rand, McNally & Co.'s Indexed County and
Township Pocket Map. Rand, McNally
& Co., Chicago and New York.
This series of pocket maps, complete and
up to date, most of them indexed, are excellent for the traveler. We have before us
the map of Maryland and Delaware showing
everything regarding railway, express, mail,
population, and other useful detail. Price, 25c.
Beauty of the Highest Type; a scientific
and artistic aim for a nobler beauty, by
Caroline Williams Le Favre. 18mo. Prices,
cloth, $1 ; leatherette, 5o cents. The Health
Culture Company, New York, and Passaic,
N. J.
The title gives the author's purpose. Fifty
cents for the cloth would have been more
in keeping.
A Captain Unafraid, as set down by Horace
Smith. Illustrated, Harper & Brothers, New
York and London.
A tale of filibustering by Captain " Dynamite
Johnny" O'Brien, the man who carried arms
to struggling patriots everywhere. It is the
type of book that hardly comes within our
field of review.
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Professional Visit by Aeroplane.— A doctor of Hammondsport, N. Y., called to attend
an emergency case across Keuka Lake, made
the trip in an aeroplane, perhaps the first case
of professional visiting by this means.
London Death-Rate.— As the result of
better sanitation, the death-rate in London has
decreased To% in six years, which means a
saving of 28,000 lives each year, not a very
small item by the way. The question is suggested, Does public health work pay, or should
we have more " liberty " and abolish all health
boards?
No Public Drinking-Cups in Kentucky.—
Kentucky has been added to the States that
have forbidden the use of the public drinkingcup. This is commendable, but what about the
glasses at the soda-fountains, which get only
a pretense of rinsing between drinks? One,
of course, avoids part of the danger in such
case by the use of the convenient straw.
Pellagra and Spoiled Corn.— There is a
Georgia doctor who reports a family of ten,
all of whom have pellagra. He says, " The
specimen of corn-meal used was exam.ned and
found to be unfit for human consumption. The
patients said that on several occasions the meal
bbught was so moldy that they fed it to the
stock. Corn in all its forms was prohibited
to these persons, intestinal antiseptics were
prescribed, and at present all are doing nicely."
Avoid the Mosquito.— It should be remembered that the mosquito breeds in water,
and does not need the ocean for this purpose.
An empty can, a rain barrel, a gutter in a
roof, a hole in the ground, or sink-hole out
in the lot, may furnish a breeding-place for
great numbers. Or, they may be found in
water-pitchers, flower vases, fire-buckets, etc.
If there are mosquitoes, look carefully to every
bit of standing water. Remember that the
mosquito can hatch in about a week.
A New Law to Isolate Consumptives.—
New Jersey consumptives will hereafter be
placed in hospitals at State expense if they do
not take precautions to prevent the spread
of the disease. According to law, all patients
who, because of carelessness, are a menace to
others, will be likely to be committed to a
tuberculosis institution. Each county is required to maintain such an institution, and
the State will pay a certain proportion of the
expense of the up-keep. This is the first attempt to carry out the recommendation of the
National Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, that dangerous consumptives should
be segregated by law.
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Loss From Hookworm Disease.— The
pecuniary loss as the result of this one disease
is very great, many of the victims being unable
to do more than one quarter of a man's work.
In many of the mines, the general efficiency
of the whole crew is lessened 20% by the
disease, and mine owners are learning that it
is to their interest to cooperate with the authorities to stamp out the disease. With our
increasing immigration and our closer relationship with tropical countries, the problem of
hookworm disease becomes of more and more
importance.
Insurance and Liquor.— An Industrial Insurance man gives the following: " Muncie
a city of about 35,000 was dry for a number
of years. Our company placed many policies,
payments of which were met promptly and
cheerfully. Last year the city voted wet, and
since then our collectors have had the greatest
difficulty in collecting payments. In fact, delinquent payments and lapsed policies are now
the rule instead of the exception." The fact
is, money is much more scarce with the laboring person when there is a convenient saloon
to use up his surplus earnings.
The International Congress.— At the time
of the International Congress on Hygiene (to
meet in Washington, D. C., in September),
there will be meetings of the Arherican Public
Health Association, itself international, and the
New England Water Works Association, the
American Statistical Association, and the Conference of State and Provincial Boards of
Health. There will also be strong delegations
present from the Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis, the American
School Hygiene Association, the Federation
for Sex Hygiene, the Society of Mental Hygiene, and others.
Subcutaneous Oleaginous Alimentation.—
Do not become frightened at the name. What
it means in plain English, is the feeding of
oil to patients by injection under the skin.
According to the Archives of Internal Medicine, 1911, VII, 694, it has been found feasible
in cases of wasting diseases where there is
intolerance of fat by the mouth, as is almost
universally the case in tuberculosis, to administer fats and oils, such as olive, peanut, coconut, cottonseed, and unsalted butter fat, made
into an emulsion with 3% to 5% egg lecithin
and water, hypodermically for a considerable
time without local irritation, provided the
work is done antiseptically and care is taken to
avoid injection into the blood stream. During
starvation, an amount of fat sufficient to equal
about two thirds of the required calories, may
be thus dissolved and assimilated.

NEWS NOTES
Cancer Studies.— The Columbia University press has just undertaken the publication
of an important new series of publications entitled " Studies in Cancer and Allied Subjects,"
which will contain the results of researches
conducted at Columbia University under the
George Crocker Special Research Fund, and
will form a valuable contribution to the knowledge of cancer and similar diseases. Volume
II, the first number to appear, has just been
published, and contains the results of experiments on cancer conducted by the Department
of Pathology of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University. Three other
volumes are now in press, and will be issued
in the fall.
Increasing the Iron in Plants.— Experiments are being performed in Vienna, Austria, to increase the quantity of iron contained
in certain food plants, for the reason that the
human system assimilates iron from plants
much better than it does from inorganic compounds. If plants can be made to take up an
increased quantity of iron during their growth,
thus bringing the iron into organic combination, such plant-foods will have a greatly increased value for persons having certain types
of anemia. Among the plants we now have
which are rich in iron are spinach and strawberries. By the addition of iron hydrate to
the soil, it is believed that such iron-bearing
plants can be made to take up a greatly increased quantity.
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Hookworm a World Disease.— Investigation has shown that hookworm belts the
globe in a belt 4,000 miles wide, both sides
of the equator, but slightly more to the north.
Practically all countries within this belt are
affected. In Wales, Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, and Spain, the disease is confined to the mines. In forty-six other countries the disease is general. The population
represented in the affected States in this country is about 20,000,000.
Baldness.— A writer in the Medical Record says that idiopathic baldness is usually
permanent and without relief. He suggests,
however, the following : Frequent washing of
the scalp with green soap or tar, resorcin,
naphthol, or sulphur soap, and the application
of stimulating substances, such as chloral hydrate, tincture of jaborandi, spirits of rosemary, cantharides (in the form of tincture,
guardedly), far oils (cade, birch, pine, etc.),
castor-oil, croton-oil (in minute quantity),
alcohol, and chloroform. He suggests the use
of intelligence, which, by the way, seems to
be a pretty good thing to use any time. Oily
substances should be used when the scalp and
hair are dry; dry preparations when the hair
and scalp are greasy. To make combs antiseptic, he uses resorcin, 2% to 5%; lactic acid,
2% to 5%; salicylic acid, 2% to 5%; mercuric-chlorid,
carbolic acid, under 2%.
Each of these substances also has a stimulating
effect.

The best antiseptic for purposes of personal hygiene

LISTERINE
Being efficiently antiseptic, non-poisonous, and of agreeable odor and taste.
Listerine has justly acquired much popularity as a mouth-wash, for daily use in
the care and preservation of the teeth.
As an antiseptic wash or dressing for superficial wounds, cuts, bruises, or
abrasions, it may be applied in its full strength or diluted with one to three
parts water ; it also forms a useful application in simple disorders of the skin.
In all cases of fever, where the patient suffers so greatly from the parched
condition of the mouth, nothing seems to afford so much relief as a mouth-wash
made by adding a teaspoonful of Listerine to a glass of water, which may be
used ad libitum.
As a gargle, spray, or douch, Listerine solution, of suitable strength, is very
valuable in sore throat and in catarrhal conditions of the mucous surfaces ; indeed, the varied purposes for which Listerine may be successfully used stamp it
as an invaluable article for the family medicine cabinet.
Special pamphlets on dental and general hygiene may be had upon request.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY

LOCUST AND TWENTY-FIRST STREETS e- ,• ST, LOUIS. MO.

When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."

TRI-CITY SANITARIUM, MOLINE, ILL.
An institution of
physiological therapeutics equipped with every
appliance that modern
science can provide for
the treatment of the
sick; including Galvanic, Static, Sinusoidal, and Faradic
electricity, X-ray, Violet ray, and radiant heat
of all kinds. A gymnasium and a Swedish mechanical movement and
massage department are
at the disposal of the
patient. These are all
fully equipped, and include vibration of every
kind that is beneficial to
invalids.
Besides the above, the splendidly equipped treatment-rooms provide for the use of all forms
of hydrotherapy, such as electric-light baths, hydro-electric baths, Nauheim baths, shampoos.
salt glows, and packs of all kinds. Contagious a nd infectious diseases not received
A postal
will bring a beautifully illustrated booklet free
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This magazine is devoted to the promulgation of the truth for the times. It is
filled with wide-awake articles by wellknown writers.
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GENTLEMEN : —
I desire to take advantage of your special offer to send me your magazine free for
one year. Enclosed you will find $2, for which please enter my name and two others
upon your mailing list for one year, as foil ows : —
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APPLICATION FOR AGENCY
I hereby apply for agency for your ma gazine, LIFE AND HEALTH. I desire to solicit subscriptions, and also to sell a supply regularly each month. Kindly send me your
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Religious Garb in United States Indian Schools
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Washington (D. c.) Sanitarium

An attractiv . health resort, seven miles from the Capitol Diseases treated: digestive dis.
orders, rheumatic and gouty conditions, nervous and circulatory disturbances. The methods employed are the most modern and approved. The appliances are up to date. Baths, electricity,
and diet are largely depended upon. In the surgical line we are well prepared, having a good
operating-room and equipment. Competent physicians and nurses are employed to care for cases.
Send for Prospectus to the

WASHINGTON (D. C.) SANITARIUM
Takoma Park, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Phone Takoma 127
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Fulfilled Prophecy
HE day is not distant, and it may be
very near, when we.
shall all have to fight the
tattle of the Reformation
over again.— Si, Robert Pml,
aof ,England, about 1840.

" Vatican Influence and
" Taft Letter" Number
Commencing with the next, or October number, this magazine
will be issued every month. Price. $1.00 a year. 10 cts. a copy.
A FEW FEATURES
Double Frontispiece— Photographs of "The White House
and the American Cardinals " and "Governor Taft's Mission
to the Vatican."
Sir Robert Peel's Prophecy Fulfilled (Cover).
President Taft's Letter.
The Mediation of Christ.
The Awakening of Protestantism.
Rome's Method in Protestant Lands.
Rome's Growth and Power in Germany.
Trial and Self-Conviction of Leo XIII.
The Final Call out of " Babylon."
Bishop Burt on the Reformation.
Singer on "The Future of the Papacy."
Catholic Population in Twenty-five States.
Rome's Boast of Control of Massachusetts.
Rome and the American Flag, and other articles.
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IS HEALTH
Worth Anything to

YOU?

LONG BEACH SANITARIUM
At beautiful Long Beach, California's foremost Health Resort
in physiological and dietetic methods. Very latest Battle Creek
Sanitarium methods of treatment. A specialty is made of scientific electrical treatments of every description. Electrical
equipment the finest on the Pacific Coast. New pressed brick
building. Every modern convenience. Modern treatmentrooms. All kinds of baths. Gentleman and lady physicians
(graduate nurses only). Many miles of beautiful macadamized
streets where guests can enjoy long walks, riding, driving, motoring. Tennis, golf, boating trips, and the most delightful allthe-year-round SURF BATHING in the world. South from
Los Angeles 23 miles but much WARMER in winter. ALWAYS COOL in summer. Pacific Electric, Salt Lake, Southern Pacific Rys. Steamship lines. The ideal place to rest, recuperate, and build up permanent health. Reasonable rates.
Free Booklet. W. Ray Simpson, Mgr., Long Beach, Cal.

New England Sanitarium, Melrose (Boston), Mass.
Is the largest and best equipped institution in the
Eastern States employing a rational system of physiological therapeutics.
Is situated six miles from Boston. :n the midst of
a State park of 3,500 acres.
Is well equipped with modern conveniences, and
with every appliance for the successful treatment of
disease, including the Hydro-electric Bath, Electriclight Bath, Russian Bath, Massage, Manual Swedish
Movements, Electricity, and X-ray.
Special attention given to surgical cases.
Experienced physicians and well-trained nurses of
both sexes are in charge
Send for booklet

Boulder= Colorado Sanitarium, Boulder, Colorado
The Boulder-Colorado Sanitarium is a well-equipped and
well-regulated institution tor toe
treatment of all chronic disorders. It is the only Sanitarium
in the Rocky Mountain region
intelligently employing the same
system of rational treatment and
conducted on the same general
health principles as the Battle
Creek (Mich.) Sanitarium.
The Buildings are equipped
with all modern conveniences,
including Steam Heating, Electric Lights, Elevators, Gymnasium; Baths of every description, including the ElectricLight Bath; Massage and Manual Swedish Movements; Electricity in every form. Classified
Dietary, Laboratory of Hygiene
f o r bacteriological, chemical,
and microscopical investigations; experienced Physicians and well-trained Nurses of both sexes. No contagious or offensive diseases are received in the institution. Write for catalogue and card of rates.
When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."
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A BIBLE prophecy, meeting its fulfilment 4

Hard Texts

••I Shall Be Increased

In the Bible for You?

O in a striking manner, at the present time.
O
4> A sign of the times.
0
O
•
This prophecy is depicted on the Septem• ber cover of the Signs of the Times Maga- 4
°
4 tine. It is also presented orally in a well 4
• thought-out article in the same issue.
4
In addition to this LIFE AND HEALTH 4
•
4 readers will appreciate the article by David 4
Paulson, M. D., an authority on hygienic
and medical subjects, entitled " A Striking OO
Example of Physical Endurance."
4
Other articles of more than ordinary
O
O
O
• worth, are
•
4
•
" Is It Peace?" by M. C. Wilcox. Can
• we expect the great dawn of quiet among
0
4 the nations? A close, Scriptural study
O of this all-absorbing subject.
0
" The Miracles of Satan," by Frank S.
Weston. Continuing the thought presented
* in the study of the subject of Spiritualism O
•
which appeared in the August number. A O
O startling array of new facts and conditions
<r> with reference to the increase of Spiritual*
• ism and satanic miraculous working.
" An American Reformer," by Mrs. E. G.
White, concludes this series on the great
work of William Miller. Presents the
* providence of God in the life of this man
• in an interesting way.
•
"Industrial Unrest and Warfare a Sign 4
• of Christ's Coming," by Prof. George W.
• Rine. Continuing the notable series on the O
•
0 general theme of the second advent which O
• has been appearing in the Signs for some 4
* time. A close, graphic study of industrial <4
conditions by a most interesting and au- O
O thoritative writer.
"Glimpses of China," by F. E. Stafford. O
•
O China is just now attracting the attention
of the whole world, and we are fortunate
0. in being able to present these profusely O
O
O illustrated contributions, fresh and new, O
4
from the pen of Mr. Stafford.
4
A Helpful Bible Study, and —
4
•
Live Current Topics, as usual.
4
0
The
mission
of
the
Signs
is
to
show
4
0
• world affairs as signs of the times. Their 0
4
• real meaning from a Scriptural standpoint. 4
2 We invite you to go over these studies 0*
• with us.
0

Wouldn't you like to see a practical, comprehensive exposition of them ?
You should have a copy of

Questions and Answers
Over 250 pages
Almost 300 Questions and Answers
Topical and Textual Indexes
Full cloth binding

You

can not purchase a copy

It is a premium with the Signs of the Times
weekly, a sixteen - page weekly journal,
Biblical, Historical, Pastoral. One page
each week devoted to the answering of
Biblical questions. If you do not find the
answer in the book, you, as a subscriber,
will be entitled to the use of this department of the journal, and careful attention
will be accorded your inquiry in subsequent
issues or by a personal letter. Ten cents in
postage stamps to the publishers will get you
a sample copy of both the weekly journal
and the monthly magazine.
The paper one year
Value of book

$1 75
1.25

Total

83.00

Paper and book special, $2.00
You will find the book and the paper a
great help to you in your study, and well
worth the price.
The agent who sold you this magazine
will take your subscription, or you may
address —

SIGNS OF THE TIMES

Ten Cents, Coin or Stamps, for Sample

I
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When you write to our advertisers, please say. " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."
Mountain View, California

Mountain View,

California

Flowers Bloom
all the Year
Round at Paradise Valley

T

HE name suggests the indescribable beauty and charm of this Southern California
health resort. All conditions here aid in healing the sick and in building better
health. Experienced travelers tell us that in all the world there is no place where the
climate and natural advantages surpass those of Paradise Valley. The climate is equable
— nearly the same winter and summer, never oppressively warm, always cool enough to
be invigorating, but never chilly; no frost. Every convenience of home, and the best of
medical care and attention for the sick. Write for illustrated prospectus.

Paradise Valley Sanitarium

National City, California

COME TO GLENDALE
We invite the restless, sick, weary discouraged, those longing better to understand the pleasures and possibilities of health, those in
search of a climate near to perfection, where Nature's voice may be heard, her beauty and quiet enjoyed, her efforts seconded by a simple
life and correct application of her remedies—sunshine, fresh air in her great out-of-doors, plenty of healthful, nourishing food, pure water
scientifically applied. regulated exercise, electricity in its various forms, massage—with careful medical supervision, to come to Glendale.
Southern California's true Paradise, near to Los Angeles, and yet peaceful, quiet, and comparatively secluded.
Ask for booklet E in natural colors, and let your friends see it.

GLENDALE SANITARIUM

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."

Where Health
Is Contagious

Saint Helena
Part of Main Building

A View on the Lawn

Thirty years ago the St. Helena Sanitarium was founded on the sunny slope
of one of the foot-hills of the Howell
Mountain. For thirty years, nestled in
the sheltered nook selected by its founders, it has grown and prospered. Today it is the best-known sanitarium on
the Pacific Coast.
Located 75o feet above sea-level, with
an unsurpassed view over the beautiful
Napa Valley, 500 feet below, surrounded
by a wealth of Californian verdure and
sparkling crystal springs, the St. Helena
Sanitarium has been favored by a fortunate combination of conditions conducive to health-building.

Sick People Get Well
at St. Helena

The Dining-Room

They go away and tell others of the
delightful climate, the beautiful scenery,
the pleasant, homelike accommodations
and appetite-creating cuisine, and —what
is not of least importance — the excellent medical attention and health training which each patient receives. This
has been for thirty years our best advertising — satisfied patrons.
We can not tell you very much about
the sanitarium in this small space. Let
us send you our illustrated booklet.
This will give you a better idea of the
place, its surroundings, and its advantages.
Ambulance will meet all trains when
required.

St. Helena-California Sanitarium
A Group of Nurses

Sanitarium

Napa County

THIS COUPON, filled out, de,
tached, and mailed to us,
will bring you a free
illustrated bookC,
15%.
1.•

California

L&H

St. Helena Sanitarium,
Sanitarium, Cal

Please send your free illustrated booklet to—
Name
Some of the Tents

Address

When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."

When you write to our advertisers, please say, " I saw your ' ad.' in LIFE AND HEALTH."

